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Abstract

Companies strive to increase loyalty to their brand by providing their customers with
positive brand-related experiences. However, no published work has investigated how consumers
become absorbed in shopping a brand’s Website and how their optimal experience on that
Website, called online flow, can influence their general brand experience and brand loyalty. The
purpose of this study is to examine the relationships between consumers’ skill, perceived
challenge of the task, online flow, brand experience, and brand loyalty. Data were collected
using an online survey with a national sample of 500 female adults 20 to 34 years old.
Respondents performed a given online browsing task on an existing brand’s Website randomly
assigned to them and completed a questionnaire. The results from structural equation modeling
analysis of the data show that the more skillful the consumers, the more likely they are to reach a
state of online flow on a brand’s Website, providing support for flow theory. Results also
showed that the relationship between skill and online flow was greater for consumers who felt
more challenged by the given task, confirming the principle of flow theory that flow occurs when
high skill is matched with high challenge. Further, online flow positively influenced brand
experience, which in turn positively influenced brand loyalty. This study provides important
theoretical, methodological, and managerial implications. Limitations and suggestions for future
research are also discussed.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The recent market environment requires more effort for business success. An increasing
number of product brands lowers the customer’s threshold of switching brands (Berschler, 2005),
raising the level of competition and the difficulty of achieving success (Müller, Florès, Agrebi, &
Chandon, 2008). Many senior business managers believe that traditional competitive advantages
such as price, product, quality, and brand no longer effectively differentiate a company from its
competitors (Shaw & Ivens, 2005). As an alternative competitive advantage, researchers have
recommended that business managers strive to make customers loyal to their brand by building a
close relationship with their customers (Kotler & Keller, 2009; Meyer & Schwager, 2007; Pine
& Gilmore, 1998).
Strong brand loyalty is reflected by customers’ emotional attachment to a brand and their
patronage behavior toward the brand (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). Loyal customers are
beneficial to a company for several reasons. Loyal customers tend to stay longer in a brand’s
store and buy more of the brand’s products through repeated purchases (VanParys, 2007). This
patronage behavior leads to increased purchase volume (Reichheld & Schefter, 2000) among
loyal customers. Baldinger and Rubinson (1996) demonstrate that a small number of loyal
customers represent a large percentage of the brand’s sales. Furthermore, loyal customers more
easily retain their favorable attitude toward a brand than do other customers (Reichheld &
Schefter, 2000) and are more likely to share with other customers their great experiences with the
brand. These behaviors among loyal customers illustrate the importance of strong brand loyalty.
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Enhancing brand experiences is key to building strong brand loyalty (Berry & Carbone,
2007; Frow & Payne, 2007; Mascarenhas, Kesavan, & Bernacchi, 2006; VanParys, 2007). Brand
experience is reflected by consumers’ synthesized perceptions of all points of contact with a
brand, based on their personal experiences (Crosby & Lunde, 2008). Because strong brand
loyalty presupposes a long-term and close relationship between a consumer and a brand
(Berschler, 2005), consumers who have not experienced a brand are hardly committed to the
brand. In other words, abundant, various, and positive brand experiences are necessary to foster
strong brand loyalty. For this reason, brand experience management has been incorporated in the
mission statements of many companies, such as Dell, Toyota, and Starbucks (Verhoef et al.,
2009), with the aim of building strong brand loyalty through the accumulation of positive brand
experiences (Berry & Carbone, 2007; Berschler, 2005; Biedenbach & Marell, 2010; Brakus,
Schmitt, & Zarantonello, 2009; Frow & Payne, 2007; Mascarenhas et al., 2006; Meyer &
Schwager, 2007; VanParys, 2007).
Brakus et al. (2009) propose that brand experience is shaped through consumers’
interaction with brand-related stimuli including brand identity (e.g., name, symbol, sign, colorcombination), packaging, marketing communications (e.g., advertisements, brochures, Websites),
and marketing environments where the brand is sold (e.g., stores, events). As a channel for both
marketing communication and sales, a brand’s Website provides a venue in which a consumer
experiences the brand. A brand’s Website is crucial in conveying brand experience because
consumers can freely explore the brand’s offerings on its Website through richer and more
interactive ways than other communication channels (Berthon, Pitt, & Watson, 1996; Keller,
2010; Müller et al., 2008; Pine & Gilmore, 1998). In particular, Pine and Gilmore (1998)
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describe a brand’s Website as the most efficient marketing communication channel to enrich
various kinds of brand experiences such as sensory, emotional, and educational experiences.
Consumers’ interaction with brand-related stimuli on the Website can lead to experiences
of online flow -- a state of optimal, outstanding, memorable, extraordinary, totally absorbing, or
engaging online experiences (Hoffman & Novak, 1996, 2009; Huang, 2003; Novak, Hoffman, &
Duhachek, 2003; Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004). The present study proposes that online flow
experienced by a consumer on a brand’s Website can positively influence the consumer’s overall
brand experience. While prior studies have concentrated on the positive effect of online flow on
online learning (e.g., Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004) and exploratory
behavior (e.g., Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000; Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Huang, 2006; Korzaan,
2003; Novak et al., 2003), few studies have addressed the impact of online flow on consumers’
attitudes and behaviors in the context of online shopping (e.g., Bridges & Florsheim, 2008;
Wang, Baker, Wagner, & Wakefield, 2007). Furthermore, there are no studies verifying the
benefits of online flow in enhancing brand experience, and thereby brand loyalty, a goal of the
present study.
As only the most compelling experiences with a Website will lead to online flow, the
question becomes how the brand’s Website can facilitate consumers in reaching a state of online
flow when visiting their site. Hoffman and Novak (1996, 2009) have developed an integrated
model of online flow in computer-mediated contexts that considers various antecedents including
skill, challenge, interactivity, vividness, attention, and telepresence. Although there have been
disagreements on whether some of the antecedents of online flow proposed by Hoffman and
Novak (1996, 2009) are actually antecedents or dimensions of online flow (Li & Browne, 2006;
Liu, 2003; McMillan & Hwang, 2002; Trevino & Webster, 1992; Wang et al., 2007; Webster,
3

Trevino, & Ryan, 1993), a consensus among researchers is that online flow is determined by the
matched skill and challenge (Ghani & Deshpande, 1994; Koufaris, 2002; Novak, Hoffman, &
Yung, 2000; Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004). According to Csikszentmihalyi (1991, 1997), within a
given online task, skill is a user’s ability to accomplish the task, while challenge is the amount of
effort required to accomplish the task. Flow theory postulates that consumers can reach flow
only when they have sufficient skill to complete a task that is manageably challenging
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, 1997). As a type of flow, the state of online flow is also influenced by
skill and challenge, as empirically verified by qualitative (Chen, Wigand, & Nilan, 1999; Pace,
2004) as well as quantitative (Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Novak et al., 2000) studies.
However, prior studies have tended to focus on skill and challenge only in terms of online
navigational tasks (Chen, 2006; Chen et al., 1999; Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Novak et al., 2000;
Pace, 2004), which may be insufficient for actual online shopping. Because product evaluation is
a key part of a consumer’s purchase decision making process (Blackwell, Miniard, & Engel,
2006), navigational skill alone is insufficient to reflect all necessary skills to complete an online
shopping task. For example, even if a navigational skill facilitates consumers’ efforts to find a set
of alternative products, the consumers may still feel challenged in making a purchase decision
due to a lack of expertise in judging the quality or other characteristics of the products. Chen et
al. (1999) argue that skill in the Web environment should not be simply referred to as the ability
to use Web browsers. Hoffman and Novak (1996) also support the need to broaden
conceptualization of skill and challenge beyond navigation skill and challenge because online
shopping entails more complex tasks than online browsing. Thus, the present study explores a
variety of dimensions of skill (e.g., Web search skill, e-commerce skill, general shopping skill,
and clothing shopping skill) and challenge (e.g., perceived challenge toward online browsing
4

task) relevant to various online browsing tasks as potential antecedents of online flow a
consumer experiences on a brand’s Website.

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to examine the relationships between skills, challenges,
online flow, brand experience, and brand loyalty. The specific objectives of this study are
(1) To examine interaction between skill and challenge as an antecedent to online flow on a
brand’s Website;
(2) To examine the direct relationship between online flow experienced on a brand’s Website
and consumers’ brand experience;
(3) To examine the direct relationship between consumers’ brand experience and their brand
loyalty; and
(4) To examine the mediating role of brand experience for the relationship between online
flow and brand loyalty.

Significance of the Study
The present study illuminates the mechanism by which brand loyalty is enhanced through
positive brand experience resulting from experiencing online flow while on a brand’s Website.
Prior studies have proposed these relationships in fragments, but none of them have
simultaneously investigated online flow, brand experience, and brand loyalty. Applying flow
theory, this study proposes a set of skills and challenges that influence the level of online flow
that consumers experience. Because there are no studies identifying the benefits of online flow
for branding and marketing, the present study contributes to a better understanding of how key
5

variables in flow theory (i.e., skill, challenge, and online flow) influence brand experience and
thereby brand loyalty.
The present study also contributes to the literature by extending the application of flow
theory to the context of online shopping. Because most prior studies of online flow
operationalize skill and challenge specific to online navigational tasks, their operationalization is
not appropriate to reaching online flow during online shopping activities. The present study
adopts broader definitions of skill and challenge, encompassing all possible skills and challenges
specific to online shopping tasks for the product category chosen for this study (apparel) as well
as navigational skills and challenges in the Web environment. Moreover, the present study
comprehensively examines the possible dimensions of online flow, identified in prior studies, in
order to identify which dimensions are related to online flow in the context of online shopping
for apparel. Thus, this study contributes to filling a gap between understanding flow theory in
general and its contextual application to online shopping.
The present study also provides managerial implications by elucidating the sequential
process of building brand loyalty through a brand’s Website. By hypothesizing the process (of
developing brand loyalty) based on theoretical support and verifying the hypotheses with
empirical data, the present study provides marketers with a better understanding of how to
facilitate online flow experience when shopping their Website in order to enhance the customer’s
brand experience and build strong brand loyalty. Importantly, the present study tests the
mediating role of brand experience on the relationships between online flow and brand loyalty.
Accordingly, marketers can use the findings of this study to ascertain the importance of brand
experience on the development of brand loyalty and to establish a more effective strategy for
brand experience management. Furthermore, this increased knowledge can help marketers better
6

understand the important role of online flow in enriching brand experience and ultimately more
effectively operate their brand’s Websites to improve brand experience management.

Definition of Terms
•

Brand experience: A customer’s subjective response to brand-related stimuli (e.g., brand
identity, packaging, marketing communications, and marketing environments where the
brand is sold), reflecting four dimensions (Brakus et al., 2009):
(1) sensory experience, stimulating the five senses;
(2) affective experience, provoking distinguished emotions and feelings;
(3) behavioral experience, accompanying bodily reactions; and
(4) intellectual experience, appealing to or using the capacity for rational thought

•

Brand loyalty: A customer’s belief in the priority of a brand over other rival brands and
subsequent behavioral intention to repurchase, revisit, and recommend the brand, and pay a
price premium for the brand (Oliver, 1999; van den Brink, Odekerken-Schröder, & Pauwels,
2006; Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1996)

•

Challenge: The extent of a consumer’s mental discomfort provoked by required effort to
reach a purchase decision on a brand’s Website (Chen et al., 1999; Ghani & Deshpande,
1994)

•

Online flow: The extent to which a consumer is engaged in interaction with brand-related
stimuli while performing an online shopping task on a brand’s Website, as represented by
the following eight characteristics (Chen, 2006; Ghani & Deshpande, 1994; Guo & Poole,
2009; Huang, 2006; Jackson & Marsh, 1996; Koufaris, 2002; Novak et al., 2000; Skadberg
& Kimmel, 2004; Trevino & Webster, 1992; Wang et al., 2007; Webster et al., 1993):
7

(1) Autotelic experience: the extent to which consumers perceives that they feel
rewarded in doing the task themselves, accompanied by positive affects such as
enjoyment and intrinsic interest
(2) Concentration: the extent to which consumers perceive that they focuses their
attention on the task
(3) Control: the extent to which consumers perceive that they can complete the task
using their own ability to manage
(4) Curiosity: the extent to which consumers perceives that they desire to learn during
the task
(5) Mergence of action and awareness: the extent to which consumers perceives that they
respond to stimulus immediately after being aware of the stimulus during the task
(6) Loss of self-consciousness: the extent to which consumers perceives that they are not
aware of how others critically view their doing the task
(7) Telepresence: the extent to which consumers perceive a situation as if they were in
another environment where they are actually not
(8) Time distortion: the extent to which consumers perceives that time has passed more
rapidly than ordinarily during the task
•

Skill: The extent to which a consumer is equipped with abilities needed to shop on a brand’s
Website including the consumer’s abilities to navigate the Website, find a right product
category, find alternative products, evaluate and compare the quality and suitability of the
alternative products, identify the desired product, complete transactions on the Website, and
solve any problems in the shopping process.

8

Chapter 2. Literature Review and Hypotheses

This chapter provides a review of the relevant literature addressing major concepts used
to build the model and hypotheses tested in the present study. This review consists of three
sections: flow, brand experience, and brand loyalty. The first section describes flow including
flow theory, online flow, and skills and challenges as the key determinants of online flow in the
context of online shopping. The second section reviews literature on brand experience in order to
identify the definition and construct of brand experience. The final section identifies brand
loyalty and discusses the relationships between brand loyalty and other variables. Hypotheses are
presented along with supporting literature in these three sections.

Flow
Flow theory. Flow, defined as “the state in which people are so involved in an activity
that nothing else seems to matter” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, p. 4), represents the highest quality
of experience (Csikszentmihalyi & LeFevre, 1989). Flow has also been described as a state of
memorable, extraordinary, and totally absorbing experience (Caru & Cova, 2003; LaSalle &
Britton, 2002; Pine & Gilmore, 1998). If a person reaches flow, the person is stretching his or her
capabilities, which may accompany new skill acquisition and self-esteem enhancement, beyond
simply enjoying the moment (Csikszentmihalyi & LeFevre, 1989).
Csikszentmihalyi (1991, 1997) argues that individuals in a flow state perceive a clear
goal in the activity they are performing and feel a sense of control over the activity. This sense of
9

control is also described as a feeling of being able to do anything (Jackson & Marsh, 1996). In
addition, due to the intense involvement, individuals in a flow state concentrate on the activity so
much that their attention is narrowed, leading them to forget or ignore their surroundings,
concerns, basic psychological needs, and even the feeling of self-consciousness
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, 1997). Moreover, individuals in a state of flow may feel that time
seems to pass in an non-ordinary manner (either very slowly or very rapidly) and may be aware
of himself or herself merging with the activity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, 1997). As a key
characteristic of flow, Csikszentmihalyi (1991, 1997) emphasizes autotelic experience that
makes the deep involvement intrinsically rewarding, accompanied by positive affects such as
enjoyment and interest.
According to flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991), flow is determined by two factors:
skill and challenge. Csikszentmihalyi (1991) defines skill as a person’s ability to perform a given
task successfully and challenge as the amount of effort that is required to accomplish the task. As
shown in Figure 2.1, Csikszentmihalyi (1991) portrays flow with the two axes of skill and
challenge. If a level of challenge is higher than the level of skill possessed by users, individuals
are likely to be overwhelmed by anxiety because they are not able to handle the task. If the level
of challenge is lower than the level of skill, little effort is required to complete the task, thereby
provoking boredom. Individuals may feel apathy toward the task if both the levels of skill and
challenge are too low, in spite of the matched skill and challenge (e.g., routine tasks). Flow
occurs only when formidable challenge is manageable by a person’s skills; that is, both the levels
of skill and challenge are high.

10

Figure 2.1. Csikszentmihalyi’s (1991) four types of experiences in flow theory

Csikszentmihalyi (1997) also suggests an advanced typology of eight categories of
experiences based on more levels of skill and challenge (see Figure 2.2). The eight categories
include apathy (low skill × low challenge), boredom (medium skill × low challenge), relaxation
(high skill × low challenge), worry (low skill × medium challenge), control (high skill × medium
challenge), anxiety (low skill × high challenge), arousal (medium skill × high challenge), and
flow (high skill × high challenge). This typology of experience also shows that reaching flow
requires both a high level of skill and a high level of challenge.

Figure 2.2. Csikszentmihalyi’s (1997) eight types of experiences in flow theory
11

Online flow. Flow can occur in interactions with symbolic systems, such as mathematics
and computer languages, as well as in the pursuit of physical activities (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997).
Online flow is the flow state specific to online environments including an intranet and the
Internet. The concept of online flow has evolved in the context of information technology
(Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000), human-computer interaction (Li & Browne, 2006; Trevino &
Webster, 1992; Webster et al., 1993), marketing in hypermedia computer-mediated environments
(Hoffman & Novak, 1996, 2009; Novak et al., 2000), and Website navigation (Chen et al., 1999;
Hoffman & Novak, 1997; Pace, 2004).
Just as the concept of flow covers various activities in everyday life, online flow may be
achieved through a variety of online activities such as searching information on Websites,
distance learning, online chatting, playing online games, and online shopping. Perhaps the most
widely adopted definition of online flow is “the state occurring during network navigation which
is characterized by a seamless sequence of responses facilitated by machine interactivity,
intrinsically enjoyable, accompanied by a loss of self-consciousness, and self-reinforcing”
(Hoffman & Novak, 1996, p. 57). This definition indicates that online flow accompanies a deep
engagement with a navigation activity. Some additional characteristics of online flow are
suggested, such as telepresence referring to a sense of presence in a non-existing environment by
means of a set of technologies (Pace, 2004).
Online flow reflects the representative characteristics of flow. Chen, Wigand, and Nilan
(1999) demonstrate that descriptions of online flow are consistent with other flow activities such
as dancing and rock climbing. Prior studies have examined various characteristics of online flow
including a clear goal (Chen, 2006; Guo & Poole, 2009), immediate feedback (Chen, 2006; Guo
& Poole, 2009), matched skill and challenge (Guo & Poole, 2009), concentration (Chen, 2006;
12

Chen et al., 1999; Ghani & Deshpande, 1994; Guo & Poole, 2009; Koufaris, 2002), focused
immersions (Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000), total involvement (Chen et al., 1999), an attention
focus (Huang, 2006; Koufaris, 2002; Novak et al., 2000; Trevino & Webster, 1992; Wang et al.,
2007; Webster et al., 1993), reduced awareness of irrelevant factors (Pace, 2004), a sense of
control (Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000; Chen, 2006; Chen et al., 1999; Ghani & Deshpande, 1994;
Guo & Poole, 2009; Huang, 2006; Koufaris, 2002; Novak et al., 2000; Pace, 2004; Trevino &
Webster, 1992; Wang et al., 2007; Webster et al., 1993), mental alertness (Pace, 2004),
mergence of activity and awareness (Chen, 2006; Guo & Poole, 2009; Pace, 2004), time
distortion (Chen, 2006; Chen et al., 1999; Guo & Poole, 2009; Novak et al., 2000; Pace, 2004;
Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004), temporal dissociation (Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000), a loss of selfconsciousness (Chen, 2006; Guo & Poole, 2009), enjoyment (Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000; Chen
et al., 1999; Ghani & Deshpande, 1994; Huang, 2006; Koufaris, 2002; Skadberg & Kimmel,
2004), curiosity (Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000; Huang, 2006; Trevino & Webster, 1992; Wang et
al., 2007; Webster et al., 1993), intrinsic interest (Chen et al., 1999; Huang, 2006; Trevino &
Webster, 1992; Wang et al., 2007; Webster et al., 1993), an autotelic experience (Guo & Poole,
2009), joy of discovery and learning (Pace, 2004), and telepresence (Chen, 2006; Novak et al.,
2000; Pace, 2004; Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004) (see Table 2.1).
Several of these terms designate the common characteristics of online flow or show
conceptual similarity. For example, concentration is alternatively referred to as focused
immersion, total involvement, and an attention focus (Guo & Poole, 2009); all these terms
illustrate a person in flow focusing his or her attention totally on the activity that he or she is
performing in a Web environment. Because both time distortion and temporary dissociation refer
to a sense of time passing in an abnormal speed during a Web task, the two terms are used
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Table 2.1
Online Flow Related Concepts from Selective Prior Studies
Online flow related concepts based on their roles identified by the source
Source
Antecedents

Dimensions

Ghani and Deshpande
(1994)

Control

Enjoyment
Concentration

Chen, Wigand, and
Nilan (1999)

Control

Total involvement
Concentration
Enjoyment
Intrinsic interest
Time distortion

Agarwal and
Karahanna (2000)

Hoffman and Novak
(1996); and
Novak, Hoffman, and
Yung (2000)

Temporal dissociation
Focused immersion
Enjoyment
Control
Curiosity
Focused attention
Telepresence

Koufaris (2002)

Flow verbatim

Control
Enjoyment
Concentration

Pace (2004)

Curiosity
Clear goal
Focused attention

Joy of discovery and
learning
Reduced awareness of
irrelevant factors
Time distortion
Mergence of action and
awareness
Control
Mental alertness
Telepresence

Skadberg and Kimmel
(2004)

Telepresence

Time distortion
Enjoyment

Chen (2006)

Clear goal
Control
Immediate feedback
Mergence of action and
awareness

Telepresence
Time distortion
Concentration
Loss of self-consciousness

Huang (2006)

Consequences

Control
Enjoyment
Attention
Intrinsic interest
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Enjoyment

Table 2.1 (continued)
Online Flow Related Concepts from Selective Prior Studies
Online flow related concepts based on their roles identified by the source
Source
Antecedents

Dimensions

Guo and Poole (2009)

Clear goal
Immediate feedback
Balance of skill and
challenge

Concentration
Mergence of action and
awareness
Control
Time distortion
Loss of self-consciousness
Autotelic experience

Hoffman and Novak
(2009)

Focused attention
Telepresence

Flow verbatim

Trevino and Webster
(1992); Webster,
Trevino, and Ryan
(1993); Huang (2003);
Wang, Baker, Wagner,
and Wakefield (2007);
and Ho and Kuo
(2010)

Consequences

Control

Control
Attention
Curiosity
Intrinsic interest

interchangeably (Guo & Poole, 2009). Enjoyment and intrinsic interest are regarded as the same
concept representing a pleasant feeling that stems from performing the Web task itself or
learning through the activity. Moreover, autotelic experience embraces any kinds of sense of
rewarding for performing the Web task by including enjoyment and intrinsic interest, and thus it
is simply operationalized as enjoyment in some studies (e.g., Ghani & Deshpande, 1994; Huang,
2006; Koufaris, 2002).
Furthermore, some of the characteristics of online flow show a partial overlap in their
definitions. For instance, concentration is considered as centering attention on a limited stimulus
field (Guo & Poole, 2009), which shares common characteristics with mental alertness in which
the person does not feel physically tired or hungry. Concentration may also have a positive
relationship with reduced awareness of other factors (Pace, 2004). Reduced awareness of other
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factors may overlap with other characteristics such as telepresence reflecting a sense of being in
a Web-created environment. Further, unawareness of self-consciousness appears similar to the
loss of self-consciousness or the merging of activity and awareness. A clear goal may be a
precondition of a sense of control because a sense of control stems from a perception that the
person can achieve the outcomes of the Web activity only by his or her own control (Guo &
Poole, 2009).
Because of the conceptual similarity among several characteristics of online flow, many
researchers have conceptualized online flow by categorizing these characteristics as antecedents,
dimensions, or consequences of online flow. Conceptualization of online flow is still
controversial because no previous studies have examined all the widely known elements of
online flow (Guo & Poole, 2009). As shown in Table 2.1, most studies selectively adopted a few
characteristics of online flow. Some researchers subjectively categorized these selected
characteristic into antecedents, dimensions, and consequences of online flow (Chen, 2006; Chen
et al., 1999; Guo & Poole, 2009), leading to inconsistent categorizations across researchers. For
example, a sense of control is regarded as an antecedent by Chen (2006), a dimension of flow by
Ho and Kuo (2010), and a consequence of flow by Hoffman and Novak (2009).
The inconsistent conceptualization results in different approaches to operationalizing
online flow, and thus increased difficulty in measuring it. There are two opposing perspectives
on the issue of how to measure online flow. One perspective is that online flow is a multidimensional construct (e.g., Li & Browne, 2006; Trevino & Webster, 1992; Wang et al., 2007;
Webster et al., 1993). Researchers supporting this perspective measure online flow by combining
multiple scales that measure various characteristics of flow, such as control, enjoyment, attention,
and intrinsic interest. Researchers from the other perspective treat online flow as a uni16

dimensional construct (e.g., Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Novak et al., 2000). They propose a unidimensional measurement comprising a narrative description of online flow accompanying three
items: “Do you think you have ever experienced flow on the Web?”, “In general, how frequently
would you say you have experienced ‘flow’ when you use the Web?”, and “Most of the time I
use the Web, I feel that I am in flow” (Novak et al., 2000, p. 28). Researchers supporting the unidimensional perspective argue that the multiple dimensions of online flow proposed by
researchers who advocate the multidimensional perspective are actually antecedents of online
flow, not dimensions of online flow.
However, some studies report that 20% to 40% of their respondents mentioned difficulty
in understanding technical terms, such as flow, in the questionnaires (Chen et al., 1999; Pace,
2004); therefore, a multi-dimensional measurement of online flow is expected to be more reliable
than a uni-dimensional measure. Compared to the uni-dimensional measurement of online flow,
the multi-dimensional measurement provides concrete items that are less likely to be interpreted
differently among respondents (Hoffman & Novak, 2009). For this reason, in the present study,
online flow is considered as a multi-dimensional construct, comprising all known characteristics
of flow. However, three previously identified characteristics -- a clear goal, immediate feedback,
and a balance of skill and challenge -- are not included as the dimensions of online flow in the
present study because many previous studies have regarded these characteristics as preconditions
that enable online flow to occur (Ghani & Deshpande, 1994; Guo & Poole, 2009; Huang, 2006;
Koufaris, 2002; Novak et al., 2000; Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004; Trevino & Webster, 1992; Wang
et al., 2007; Webster et al., 1993). Moreover, the overlapping characteristics of online flow
identified in previous studies can be merged into a single term. Thus, eight characteristics are
used in the present study as dimensions of online flow: a sense of control, concentration, time
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distortion, telepresence, mergence of action and awareness, loss of self-consciousness, curiosity,
and autotelic experience.

Skill and challenge: Determinants of online flow. According to flow theory, online
flow is expected to be determined by the level of a user’s skill and an online task’s challenge.
Researchers have empirically verified that navigational skill and challenge influence online flow
(Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Novak et al., 2000). However, navigational skill and challenge alone
may be insufficient to cause online flow during online shopping because online browsing tasks
present challenge and require skill that are beyond those constituting a navigation task. For
example, a skillful Internet user may feel a low level of challenge in searching for information in
the Web environment but a high level of challenge in judging a product’s quality due to a lack of
product knowledge. Therefore, conceptualization of skill and challenge in the context of online
shopping needs to embrace more factors than navigational skill and challenge.

Skill in online shopping. Shopping skill has been defined as a wide array of abilities used
for comparing product value prior to purchase (Bristol, 2001). Reece and Kinnear (1986) identify
the components of grocery shopping skill among children, showing that grocery shopping skill
consists of seven abilities: (1) ability to describe a shopping trip, (2) ability to name payment
methods, (3) ability to handle shopping problems, (4) ability to match a product and a
department, (5) awareness of alternative forms of a product, (6) ability to make price-quantity
comparisons/unit pricing, and (7) awareness of freshness dating for food products. This finding
implies that shopping skill is a complex concept requiring various kinds of ability for each step
of the purchase decision making process.
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In the context of apparel shopping, Tatzel (1982) suggests that skillful consumers are
knowledgeable about stores, product quality, and fashion trends. More importantly, they need to
know what to wear and what looks well on them, requiring an understanding of their own body
(Tatzel, 1982). Reece and Kinnear (1986) suggest skill related to apparel shopping in a
department store includes knowledge about appropriate locations for merchandize departments in
a store, judgment of product quality, price comparison between alternative products, and
appropriate style, color, and size selections.
With respect to the Web environment, online navigational skill is a prerequisite to online
shopping (Chen et al., 1999; Csikszentmihalyi, 1991; Ghani & Deshpande, 1994; Guo & Poole,
2009; Hoffman & Novak, 2009; Mollen & Wilson, 2010; Moneta & Csikszentmihalyi, 1996)
because online shoppers are fundamentally required to use the Internet (Pavlou & Fygenson,
2006). A lack of knowledge about using the Internet hinders consumers from achieving their
online shopping goals even if they have sufficient traditional shopping skills. Therefore, the skill
set for successful online apparel shopping can include both online navigation skill and traditional
apparel shopping skill (Koufaris, 2002; Novak et al., 2000; Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004).
Flow theory has postulated that the level of skill determines flow in general
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, 1997). Moreover, many prior studies show empirical evidence that
navigational skill enhances online flow (Chen et al., 1999; Csikszentmihalyi, 1991; Ghani &
Deshpande, 1994; Guo & Poole, 2009; Hoffman & Novak, 2009; Mollen & Wilson, 2010;
Moneta & Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). Accordingly, online shopping skill, representing both online
navigational skill and traditional apparel shopping skill, is likely to influence online flow
positively. Based on this rationale, the following hypothesis can be proposed.
H1. The higher the online shopping skill, the greater the online flow.
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Challenge in online shopping. Challenge has been described as a subjective perception
that a task is difficult but worthwhile (Chen et al., 1999; Ghani & Deshpande, 1994). Pace (2004)
argues the complex and dynamic nature of challenge identified by a given situation. Chen et al.
(1999) report that challenge in the Web environment is dynamic depending on the activity that a
user is involved in and the goal that a user is pursuing. The most dominant challenge in the Web
environment is information search including selecting suitable key words, distinguishing relevant
hyperlinks from irrelevant hyperlinks, scanning a Web page for relevant information, and
understanding the contents of a Website (Pace, 2004).
Shopping is a worthwhile activity for consumers when they recognize the value for the
time, money, and effort they spend. Regarding apparel shopping, Claxton and Ritchie (1979)
propose five problems that can present a challenge to apparel shoppers: poor-quality materials
and workmanship, non-standardized sizes, expensive prices, fabrics that do not live up to claims,
and limited variety in product selection. These problems provoke a feeling of mental discomfort
in apparel shopping. Thus, in the present study, challenge in online shopping is the level of a
consumer’s mental discomfort provoked by required effort to reach a purchase decision on a
brand’s Website and, unlike previous studies, includes both navigational challenge due to the
Website design and shopping challenge related to characteristics of the selection of merchandise
such as their quality, sizes, prices, and variety.
Based on flow theory, people are most likely to reach flow when both levels of skill and
challenge are high (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, 1997). If the level of challenge is low, people are
less likely to reach flow despite their high level of skill. Thus, the relationship between skill and
online flow is expected to be moderated by the level of challenge. Based on this rationale, the
following hypothesis is proposed.
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H2. Challenge moderates the relationship between skill and online flow such that the
relationship between skill and online flow is stronger when challenge is perceived to be
high (vs. low).

Brand Experience
Brand experience is based on cumulative consumer experiences in interacting with brandrelated stimuli that are part of a brand’s design and identity, packaging, communications, and
environments (Brakus et al., 2009). An experience is a personal occurrence with emotional
significance (Caru & Cova, 2003; Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982; LaSalle & Britton, 2002). Thus,
brand experience includes emotional dimensions as well as rational dimensions. Because
consumers do not typically make purchase decisions based on logical thinking only, brand
experience needs to reflect the various dimensions of consumers’ experience occurring through
interactions with brand-related stimuli on a daily basis (Caru & Cova, 2003; Holbrook &
Hirschman, 1982; LaSalle & Britton, 2002; Schmitt, 1999).
Brand experience is regarded as a multi-dimensional construct comprised of various
dimensions such as sensory, affective, intellectual, behavioral, relational, spiritual, and lifestyle
experiences (Gentile, Spiller, & Noci, 2007; LaSalle & Britton, 2002; Pine & Gilmore, 1999;
Schmitt, 1999). Based on existing dimensions suggested by Pine and Gilmore (1999) as well as
Schmitt (1999), Brakus et al. (2009) investigated the dimensionality of brand experience by
using a scale development procedure. Although Brakus et al. (2009) initially included five
dimensions of an experience (i.e., sensory, affective, intellectual, behavioral, and relational
dimensions), the relational dimension was subsequently merged into the affective dimension as a
result of exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis. Accordingly, Brakus et al. (2009)
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identified the four dimensions of brand experience (i.e., sensory, affective, intellectual, and
behavioral experiences). The present study adopts Brakus et al.’s (2009) four-dimensional
construct of brand experience.
Sensory experience is encoded through the five senses (i.e., seeing, hearing, touching,
smelling, and tasting) when consumers interact with brand-related stimuli (Schmitt, 1999).
Consumers are immersed in the sights, sounds, and/or smells that surround them as an observer
or a listener, thus sensory experience has a passive characteristic (Pine & Gilmore, 1998).
Affective experience is classified as a passive experience because consumers’ inner feelings and
emotions can be provoked without effectuating two-way interactions with the stimuli (Pine &
Gilmore, 1999; Schmitt, 1999). Intellectual experience corresponds to the learning experience
accompanying cognitive problem-solving processes (Schmitt, 1999). This experience is more
active than sensory or affective experiences because consumers are engaged in creative thinking
(Pine & Gilmore, 1998; Schmitt, 1999). Behavioral experience involves people in some physical
activity and accompanies changes in lifestyles and behaviors (Pine & Gilmore, 1998; Schmitt,
1999).
According to Brakus et al. (2009), brand experience is determined by interactions
between a consumer and brand-related stimuli such as the brand’s identity (e.g., name, symbol,
sign, color-combination), packaging, marketing communications (e.g., advertisements, brochures,
Websites), and marketing environments (e.g., stores, events, Websites). Because a brand’s
Website is typically both a marketing communication and a sales channel, a consumer’s
interaction with brand-related stimuli on the brand’s Website contributes to the consumer’s
overall brand experience. Compelling online interactions with a brand’s Website such as those
described as outstanding, memorable, extraordinary, or optimal interactions, contribute to the
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state of ‘flow’ (Caru & Cova, 2003; Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, 1997; Csikszentmihalyi & LeFevre,
1989; Gentile et al., 2007; Pine & Gilmore, 1998, 1999), and are expected to enhance the overall
brand experience. Hoffman and Novak (1996, 2009) show a significant effect of online flow on
positive subjective experiences, such as positive mood and satisfaction, in online environments.
Thus, the researcher proposes the following hypothesis.
H3. The greater the online flow on a brand’s Website, the more positive the brand
experience.

Brand Loyalty
In early studies, brand loyalty was understood as patronage behavior, focused only on
repeated purchasing of a specific brand over time (Bloemer & Kasper, 1995; Traylor, 1981).
However, brand loyalty measured by repeated purchase rates has been questioned by researchers
who believe that brand loyalty is not only related to the patronage behavior, but also
accompanied with consumers’ commitment to a brand (Baldinger & Rubinson, 1996; Bloemer &
Kasper, 1995). In particular, Bloemer and Kasper (1995) distinguish two distinct types of brand
loyalty (i.e., spurious brand loyalty and true brand loyalty); true brand loyalty requires
consumers’ brand commitment, whereas spurious brand loyalty refers to mere repurchase
behavior as a function of inertia.
According to Chaudhuri (1999), brand loyalty is considered as a consumer's preference
over other brands within an industry category. Oliver (1999) builds upon and extends earlier
findings by conceptualizing brand loyalty as four sequential phases: cognitive-affectiveconative-actual loyalty. First, cognitive loyalty refers to a consumer’s belief in the superiority of
a brand over rival brands. Second, affective loyalty reflects a liking or favorable attitude toward
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a brand. Third, conative loyalty constitutes the development of behavioral intentions
characterized by a deeper level of brand commitment. Finally, action loyalty relates to the
conversion of intentions to action, accompanied by a willingness to overcome impediments to
such action.
More recently, brand loyalty is regarded as the result of the consumer’s search and
attribute evaluation process, which leads to beliefs of brand superiority as well as repeat
purchase (Holland & Baker, 2001). Other studies have specified positive outcomes of strong
brand loyalty. Brand loyalty can help increase market share (Reichheld & Schefter, 2000;
VanParys, 2007) and facilitate customer retention efforts (Reichheld & Schefter, 2000).
Furthermore, brand loyal customers are willing to spread favorable word-of-mouth (Iglesias,
Singh, & Batista-Foguet, 2011) and pay a premium price as a result of the higher value they
perceive (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). Thus, the present study posits that brand loyalty
includes consumers’ belief that a brand is preferable to others and their subsequent intention to
engage in loyal behaviors (Oliver, 1999; van den Brink et al., 2006) such as recommending the
brand to others and repeatedly purchasing the brand.
The relationship between brand experience and brand loyalty has been suggested by
many researchers (Berry & Carbone, 2007; Berschler, 2005; Biedenbach & Marell, 2010; Brakus
et al., 2009; Frow & Payne, 2007; Mascarenhas et al., 2006; Meyer & Schwager, 2007;
VanParys, 2007) because brand loyalty is often built on the basis of long-term and close
relationships between a customer and a brand. Some studies show empirical evidence that a
positive brand experience can significantly increase brand loyalty (Biedenbach & Marell, 2010;
Brakus et al., 2009). Therefore, the researcher predicts the following hypothesis.
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H4. The more positive the brand experience on a brand’s Website, the greater the brand
loyalty.

Online flow may indirectly influence brand loyalty through enhancing brand experience.
Focusing on holistic experiences with informational technologies, Agarwal and Karahanna (2000)
show evidence that online flow enhances the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use,
which increase users’ intention to use information technology. Their findings imply that online
flow can indirectly influence behavioral intention to use information technology. Agarwal and
Karahanna’s (2000) findings may be applicable to the context of shopping a brand’s Website as
the Internet is an informational technology. Furthermore, Korzaan (2003) empirically supports
the effect of online flow on consumers’ purchase intention. These findings suggest that online
flow on a brand’s Website may influence consumers’ brand loyalty, including behavioral
intention to repurchase, revisit, recommend, and pay a price premium for a brand, as well as
belief in the priority of a brand over other rival brands (Oliver, 1999; van den Brink et al., 2006;
Zeithaml et al., 1996). Given H3 and H4 which predict the direct relationship between online
flow and brand experience and between brand experience and brand loyalty, the researcher
proposes that the influence of online flow on brand loyalty is mediated by brand experience.
Thus, the following hypothesis is proposed.
H5. Brand experience mediates the relationship between online flow and brand loyalty.

Figure 2.3 shows a conceptual model reflecting the hypotheses proposed in this study.
These hypotheses are tested in this study using data collected through an online survey. Prior to
the main survey, a pilot test was conducted to validate the instruments. Next chapter (Chapter 3)
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describes the methods and results from the pilot test, followed by Chapter 4 which presents the
methods and results from the main study.

Note. H5 (i.e., mediating relationship) is not noted separately in this Figure.

Figure 2.3. Conceptual model
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Chapter 3. Pilot Test

This chapter describes the method and results of the pilot test that aimed to examine the
reliability and validity of survey instruments before conducting the main survey. Any issues with
the instruments, detected in the pilot test, resulted in a revision of original instruments in order to
minimize unwanted errors for the main survey. The following sections describe the instruments
and sampling and data collection procedures used in the pilot test, followed by data analysis and
results of the pilot test.

Instruments
The pilot test employed an online survey consisting of an online browsing task and an
accompanying online questionnaire. The data collection for this study was done on the Internet
because an online questionnaire allowed online flow to be measured immediately after survey
respondents accomplished the online browsing task on a randomly assigned brand Website.
Because online flow is a situated experience, it needs to be measured instantly after it is
experienced (Chen et al., 1999).

Selection of brand Websites for online browsing task. Ten apparel brands’ Websites
were used as the context for the online browsing task completed in the pilot test. Apparel brands
were used in this study because apparel firms tend to carry a diverse merchandise assortment,
and their Websites tend to provide a plethora of product pictures and product information such as
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size, color, design, price, and materials. Moreover, apparel brand Websites update information
about new products, new trends, and discounted products frequently. The abundant and dynamic
information available on apparel brand Websites could help respondents actively involved in
processing the information and thus likely to be engaged in the assigned browsing task.
Because brand loyalty is built through repetitive experiences with a brand, well-known
existing brands are more suitable to the context of this study than new or unknown brands. The
apparel brands were selected from lists of top brands including (1) the top 100 apparel retailers
ranked by Women’s Wear Daily ("The Top 10: WWD," 2008) and (2) the top 100 online retailers
ranked by Internet Retailer ("The Top 500 List," 2010), which ranked relevant companies based
on annual sales. Only vertically-integrated brands, engaged in both manufacturing and retailing,
were considered for the brand selection. Because most vertically-integrated brands sell their
products on the brand’s own Website, consumer experiences gained from the brand Website are
likely to directly affect the overall evaluation of brand experience and brand loyalty. Accordingly,
multi-brand apparel retailers (e.g., department stores) were excluded from consideration.
A panel of experts, consisting of two faculty members and one graduate student in the
apparel merchandising field, examined the brands and selected 17 vertically-integrated apparel
brands whose target market was judged to be consistent with the target population of the present
study. The brand’s target market was an important criterion in order to prevent respondents from
having difficulties in experiencing the state of online flow during the browsing task due to the
irrelevance of the brands to the respondents. Through content analysis of the 17 brands’
Websites, 10 brands were selected for the pilot test because they provided enough product
assortments for respondents to complete the assigned online browsing task (e.g., more than 100
shirts or tops under $50 were available on a brand’s Website) (see Table 3.1). The 10 brands
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selected included Nike, Ralph Lauren, Victoria Secret, Jones New York, Old Navy, Esprit,
Banana Republic, Express, Limited, and L.L.Bean. One of the 10 brands was randomly assigned
to each respondent.

Table 3.1
Content Analysis Results for 17 Brand’s Websites
Total number of shirts or tops

Number of shirts or tops
(under $50)

Nike

630

592

Ralph Lauren

567

246

Victoria Secret

421

352

Jones New York

378

184

Old Navy

329

329

Esprit

271

227

Banana Republic

205

134

Express

180

175

Limited

167

159

Guess

142

95

L.L.Bean

116

110

GAP

114

98

Calvin Klein

96

91

Ann Taylor

86

64

Eddie Bauer

68

45

Kenneth Cole

33

17

29

29

Brand

Nautica
Note. Selected Websites are presented in Italic.

Browsing task scenario development. An online browsing task was used in this study for
three purposes. First, the task provided survey respondents with a clear goal. Second, the task
allowed respondents to experience a sense of immediate feedback from the brand Website. A
clear goal and immediate feedback are antecedents to online flow (Chen et al., 1999;
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Csikszentmihalyi, 1991; Guo & Poole, 2009). Finally, the online browsing task could potentially
generate varying levels of challenge for different respondents depending on their apparel
shopping expertise, Internet shopping expertise, and the characteristics of merchandise available
in their assigned brand’s Website. The assigned task was created to challenge respondents to
simultaneously judge several product characteristics including quality, style, color, fit,
coordination with existing wardrobe, and price in relation to a need specified in the task. These
challenges are often considered to create difficulties in apparel shopping (Claxton & Ritchie,
1979). The participant instruction for the online browsing task is presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2
Online Browsing Task Instruction
You will be given a link to an apparel brand's Website. When you click on the link, a new window will pop up to
show the apparel brand’s Website.
On the brand’s Website, please select a shirt or a top you would like to wear for the coming season. Your shirt or top
must:
• be made by the given brand,
• be a style and color that suits you,
• have good quality in materials and workmanship,
• fit you well,
• go well with other apparel items you already have, and
• be under $50.

Measurements. The questionnaire contained measures for all variables included in the
conceptual model (see Table 3.3). All measurement items used a 7-point Likert scale with
endpoints of strongly disagree (1) and strongly agree (7), so that respondents indicated their
agreement with sets of statements addressing skill, challenge, online flow, brand experience, and
brand loyalty.
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Table 3.3
Measurement Scales
Variable
Skill

Dimension

No.

General
Shopping Skill

1
2
3
4

Clothing
Shopping Skill

1
2
3
4

E-Commerce
Skill

1
2
3

Web Search
Skill

1
2
3
4

Challenge
(assessed
after the
task)

1
2
3
4

Online Flow

Autotelic
Experience

1
2

I usually know what to buy when I shop for something.
It is easy for me to find the right product that I am
looking for in a store.
I easily narrow down product choices.
It is hard for me to compare product choices to decide
what to buy. R

Source
Developed by the
researcher, based
on Reece and
Kinnear (1986)

I am usually aware of how trendy a clothing product is.
I can judge whether a clothing product has high quality.
When I shop for clothing, I can choose the right style and
color for me.
I can judge whether a clothing product fits me well.
I easily complete the purchase process on a shopping
Website.
I have no trouble in buying something online.
I often have difficulties in purchase process on a shopping
Website. R
I am skilled in using the Web.
I have good Web search techniques.
I know somewhat less than most users about using the
Web. R
I know how to find what I am looking for on the Web.

Adapted from
Novak et al.
(2000)

This task was challenging to me.
This task challenged me to perform to the best of my
ability.
This task provided a good test of my skills in online
shopping.
I found that this task stretched my capabilities to my
limits.

Adapted from
Novak et al.
(2000)

Adapted from
Jackson and
Marsh (1996)

3
4
5
6
7

I really enjoyed doing this task.
I loved the feeling of accomplishing this task and wanted
to do it again.
The experience of doing this task left me feeling great.
I found this task experience rewarding.
This task was interesting.
This task bored me. R
This task was fun for me.

Curiosity

1
2
3

This task stimulated my curiosity.
This task made me curious.
This task stimulated my imagination.

Adapted from
Webster et al.
(1993)

Concentration

1

During this task, my attention was focused entirely on what Adapted from
I was doing.
Jackson and
During this task, I made an effort to keep my mind on what Marsh (1996)
was happening. R
I had total concentration to accomplish this task.
I was completely focused on this task at hand.

2
3
4
R

Item

Reverse-coded items.
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Table 3.3 (continued)
Measurement Scales
Variable

Dimension

No.

Online Flow
(continued)

Control

1
2
3
4
5

Adapted from
Jackson and
Marsh (1996)

I was self-conscious during this task. R
I was concerned how well I was completing this task. R
I was not worried how I was performing during this task.

Mergence of
Action and
Awareness

1

During this task, I made the correct movements without
thinking.
Things just seemed to be happening automatically during
this task.
I reacted to the Website automatically during this task.
During this task, I did things spontaneously and
automatically without having to think.

Tele-presence

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

During this task, I felt I was in the world the Website
created.
During this task, I forgot I was in the middle of a survey.
During this task, my body was in the room, but my mind
was inside the world created by the computer.
The Website seemed to me “somewhere I visited” rather
than “something I saw.”
I felt I was more in the “Web world” than the “real world”
around me when I was doing the task.
I forgot about my immediate surroundings when I was
doing the task.
When I completed this task, I felt like I came back to the
“real world” after a journey.

Adapted from
Klein (2003)

Time Distortion

1
2
3

During this task, time appeared to go by very quickly.
I lost track of time while doing this task.
Time flew during this task.

Adapted from Guo
and Poole (2009)

Sensory

1
2

This brand makes a strong visual impression.
I find this brand interesting in product displays, product
texture, background music and/or use of fragrance.
This brand does not appeal to my senses of hearing, sight,
touch, and/or smell. R

Adapted from
Brakus et al.
(2009)

3

R

Adapted from
Novak et al.
(2000)

1
2
3

2

Source

During this task, I felt in control.
I clearly knew the right things to do to accomplish this
task.
I felt confused about what to do to accomplish this task. R
I felt calm because I understood the process to accomplish
this task.
I felt agitated because I was not sure what to do to
accomplish this task. R

Loss of SelfConsciousness

3
4

Brand
Experience

Item

Affective

1
2
3

This brand induces my feelings and sentiments.
I do not have strong emotions for this brand. R
This brand provokes emotions.

Behavioral

1
2
3

I behave in a certain way when I wear this brand’s clothes.
I act differently when I use this brand.
This brand does not result in a certain behavior. R

Reverse-coded items.
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Table 3.3 (continued)
Measurement Scales
Variable

Dimension

No.

Brand
Experience
(continued)

Intellectual

1
2
3

Brand
Loyalty

Cognitive
loyalty

1

I would always think of this brand over other brands
because their products have consistent quality.
2 I would pay a lot of attention to this brand over other
brands because their products are well made.
3 I would always think of this brand over other brands
because their products offer good value for money.
4 I would pay a lot of attention to this brand over other
brands because their products are good for the price.
5 I would always think of this brand over other brands
because this brand’s employees are helpful.
6 I would pay a lot of attention to this brand over other
brands because this brand’s employees treat customers
well.
7 I consider this brand my first choice because this brand
provides excellent service.
8 I would always think of this brand over other brands
because this brand provides a nice place to shop.
9 I would pay a lot of attention to this brand over other
brands because this brand has a pleasing shopping
atmosphere.
10 I consider this brand my first choice because this brand
offers an attractive shopping environment.

Developed by the
researcher, based
on del Rio et al.
(2003); Grewal et
al. (2009); Kwon
and Lennon
(2008); Oliver
(1999); Sweeney
and Soutar (2001);
and van den Brink
et al. (2006)

Affective
loyalty

1
2
3
4

I particularly like this brand.
I have a negative attitude toward this brand. R
This brand is one of my favorite.
This brand makes me feel good.

Developed by the
researcher, based
on del Rio et al.
(2003); Oliver
(1999); Sweeney
and Soutar (2001)

Conative
loyalty

1
2
3
4

I will buy this brand next time.
I will revisit this brand next time.
I will recommend this brand to other people.
I will pay more in order to buy this brand.

Developed by the
researcher, based
on Kwon and
Lennon (2009);
Oliver (1999); van
den Brink et al.
(2006); and
Zeithaml et al.
(1996)

R

Item
I engage in a lot of thinking when I encounter this brand.
This brand does not make me think. R
This brand stimulates my thinking and problem solving.

Source
Adapted from
Brakus et al.
(2009)

Reverse-coded items.

Skill. Due to the lack of appropriate existing scales, a total of 15 skill items were
developed by the researcher to assess respondents’ skills, including 11 shopping skill items and 4
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online navigation skill items, by building on relevant literature. The 11 shopping skill items
included four items addressing general shopping skill, four items addressing clothing-specific
shopping skill, and three items addressing e-commerce shopping skill.
The general shopping skill items reflect four (i.e., ability to describe a shopping trip,
ability to match a product and a department, awareness of alternative forms of a product, and
ability to make price-quantity comparisons/unit pricing) of the seven components of shopping
skill suggested by Reece and Kinnear (1986). The clothing shopping skill items reflect the
abilities to select appropriate style, color, and size of apparel products, corresponding to the
awareness of freshness dating suggested by Reece and Kinnear (1986) as a component of
shopping skill. The e-commerce skill items reflect two shopping skill components suggested by
Reece and Kinnear (1986) including the ability to name payment methods and the ability to
handle shopping problems.
In addition to the 11 shopping skill items, four of Novak et al.’s (2000) six Web search
skill items were adapted to measure online navigational skill. The other two items in Novak et
al.’s (2000) scale (i.e., “How would you rate your skill at using the Web, compared to other
things you do on the computer?” and “How would you rate your skill at using the Web,
compared to the sport or game you are best at?”) were excluded from the present study because
they were based on a comparison of a given task and other activities, which was inappropriate
for the context of the present study. Table 3.3 presents the 15 skill items.

Challenge. Challenge was measured by four items adapted from Novak et al.’s (2000)
navigational challenge items. Novak et al.’s (2000) scale originally included six items, but two of
them (i,e., “How much does the Web challenge you, compared to other things you do on the
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computer?” and “How much does the Web challenge you, compared to the sport or game you are
best at?”) were excluded from the present study because they measured how challenging Web
navigation was to a respondent compared to other activities, which was irrelevant to the purpose
of the present study. The other four items were modified to better fit the context of the present
study. Novak et al.’s (2000) scale originally measured the extent to which Web navigation
challenged a respondent. In the present study, the item wording was revised to tap into the
amount of challenge posed by the online browsing task assigned in this study. Challenge was
measured in two time points: (1) assessed prior to the task using wording in the future tense in
terms of the extent to which respondents predicted the online browsing task assigned in this
study would challenge them and (2) assessed after the task using the past tense in terms of the
extent to which respondents felt challenged during the actual task (see Table 3.3 for the items).
The predicted challenge measure was irrelevant to the present study but included for another
study that the researcher was conducting.

Online flow. To measure online flow, various existing scales including Guo and Poole
(2009), Jackson and Marsh (1996), Klein (2003), Novak et al. (2000), and Webster et al. (1993)
were carefully considered. Based on a scrutiny of these scales, eight dimensions of online flow
(36 items) were identified with four items measuring mergence of action and awareness (Jackson
& Marsh, 1996), four items measuring concentration (Jackson & Marsh, 1996), five items
measuring control (Novak et al., 2000), three items measuring time distortion (Guo & Poole,
2009), three items measuring loss of self-consciousness (Jackson & Marsh, 1996), seven items
measuring telepresence (Klein, 2003), seven items measuring autotelic experience (Jackson &
Marsh, 1996; Webster et al., 1993), and three items measuring curiosity (Webster et al., 1993).
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The original item wording was adapted to fit the context of this study (see Table 3.3 for the
items).

Brand experience. Brand experience was measured by a 12-item scale adapted from
Brakus et al. (2009), representing the dimensions of sensory (three items), affective (three items),
behavioral (three items), and intellectual (three items) brand experience (see Table 3.3 for the
items). Brakus et al.’s (2009) scale was developed not only for apparel brands, but also for
service brands and general product brands; thus, some items were revised to clarify their
meaning for the context of this study, particularly by choosing more specific words. For example,
the original item “I engage in physical actions and behaviors when I use this brand” was
modified to “I behave in a certain way when I wear this brand’s clothes,” which was more
appropriate for apparel brands. The 12 statements of brand experience were presented with a
direction, “Considering both your past experience with [A RANDOMLY ASSIGNED BRAND]
and today's browsing task for this survey, please indicate your agreement, from 1—strongly
disagree to 7—strongly agree, for each statement below.”

Brand loyalty. Brand loyalty was operationalized to include cognitive, affective, and
conative brand loyalty sub-constructs. Based on the definitions and recommendations from
Oliver (1999) and existing measurement scales of brand loyalty (van den Brink et al., 2006),
perceived quality (del Rio et al., 2001), perceived price/value (del Rio et al., 2001), brand beliefs
(Uwaifo, 2008), store atmosphere (Louwerse et al., 2009), brand image (Grewal et al., 2003), and
behavioral intention (Veletsianos & Miller, 2008; Zeithaml et al., 1996), the researcher
developed 18 items to measure the three sub-constructs of brand loyalty (see Table 3.3 for the
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items). Cognitive brand loyalty was measured by 10 items adapted from Oliver (1999) and van
den Brink et al. (2006). These items addressed sources of cognitive loyalty based on judgment of
information related to product quality (del Rio et al., 2001), price (del Rio et al., 2001), service
(Uwaifo, 2008), and store environment (Louwerse et al., 2009) of an apparel brand. Affective
brand loyalty was measured by four items developed on the basis of del Rio et al.’s (2003),
Oliver’s (1999), and Sweeney and Soutar’s (2001) studies. Conative brand loyalty was measured
by four items reflecting intentions regarding four loyalty behavior characteristics including
purchase, revisit, recommendation, and premium price paying, suggested by Kwon and Lennon
(2008) and Zeithaml et al. (1996). The 18 brand loyalty statements were presented with a
direction “Considering both your past experience with [A RANDOMLY ASSIGNED BRAND]
and today's browsing task for this survey, please indicate your agreement, from 1—strongly
disagree to 7—strongly agree, for each statement below.”
Finally, demographic characteristics of respondents were measured through questions
asking their age, class standing, major, ethnicity, and annual household income. Further, an
open-ended question “What apparel brands have you purchased online?” was included in order
to inform the selection of brands used for the main study.

Sampling and Data Collection Procedure
First, approval from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) was obtained prior to
conducting the pilot test and main survey (see Appendix A for the IRB Approval for Protocol
#11-163 EP 1105). Upon the IRB approval, a convenience sample of 166 students enrolled for
the Global Consumer Culture course at Auburn University participated in the pilot test for extra
credit for the course as well as a chance to enter a random drawing for the product they selected
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during the online browsing task assigned in the study. The sample for the pilot test was recruited
via class email after the class instructor permitted the data collection (see Appendix B for the
invitation email used in the pilot test). The email invitation contained a link to an information
letter page where the study was explained along with a link to the survey Website (see Appendix
C for the information letter used in the pilot test). Students who read the information letter and
decided to participate in the study clicked on the survey Website link.
On the survey Website, respondents first completed the skill measure. Then, they were
presented with the online browsing task instruction and completed the predicted challenge
measure (which was irrelevant to this study). Then, respondents were reminded of the task
instruction, followed by notification that they would have to provide information (i.e., product
name, color, size, price, and other identification features) of the product they chose during the
task and that they would enter a random drawing for a chance to obtain the chosen product (see
Table 3.4). Requiring respondents to provide information about the selected product assured that
the respondents actually conducted the online browsing task. Moreover, by linking the task
output (i.e., item choice) to their reward, participants’ involvement with the browsing task was
expected to be greater. After performing the online browsing task on the Website of the brand
randomly assigned among the 10 brands used in this study and providing the description of their
selected product, respondents completed the remaining questionnaire including measures for
challenge (perceived while conducting the task), online flow, brand experience, and brand
loyalty as well as demographic questions and the open-ended question on brands shopped online
(see Appendix D for the questionnaire used in the pilot test).
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Table 3.4
Online Browsing Task Reminder
At the bottom of this instruction is the link to the brand Web site in which we would like you to complete the online
browsing task.
When you put your selected shirt or top in the Shopping Bag/Cart on the brand Website, please STOP and return to
the survey Website to describe your selected shirt/top and answer the remaining survey questions. DO NOT CHECK
OUT. DO NOT give your credit card information or pay for the item!
Remember that the shirt/top of your final choice should meet ALL of the following criteria:
•
It is made by the given brand,
•
It is a style and color that suits you,
•
It has good quality in materials and workmanship,
•
It fits you well,
•
It goes well with other apparel items you already have, and
•
It is under $50.
Complete the browsing task at [URL OF A RANDOMLY ASSIGNED BRAND’S WEBSITE]

Below, please enter information about the shirt or top that you put in the Shopping Bag/Cart on the brand Web site
during the online browsing task.
Product name? _____________________________
Color? _____________________________
Size? _____________________________
Price? _____________________________
Any other identification features? _____________________________

One respondent will get their selected top (up to $50 value) for free. At the end of survey, your name and email
address will be asked for the further contact.

Finally, respondents were directed to a closing page which thanked them for their time
and asked them to provide their name and email address to receive the reward (see Appendix E
for the closing page used in the pilot test).

Data Analyses and Results
Data cleaning. Among the 166 participants, 16 were male students; thus, their data were
excluded from analysis because only female respondents were considered as potential customers
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of the apparel brands used in this study. The remaining 150 responses from female students
included no missing data or noticeable patterns. All respondents provided descriptions of the
product of their choice during the task, confirming that respondents did conduct the task before
responding to the measures relevant to the task experience. Thus, a total of 150 responses were
used for data analysis, and more than 10 responses were collected for each of the 10 brands used
(i.e., 11 responses for Limited, 16 responses for L.L.Bean, 15 responses for Jones New York, 19
responses for Express, 16 responses for Nike, 15 responses for Old Navy, 10 responses for
Victoria Secret, 18 responses for Ralph Lauren, 16 responses for Esprit, and 14 responses for
Banana Republic).

Sample characteristics. The sample consists of female respondents aged from 18 to 25
with the mean of 19.8 years old (SD = 1.72). As shown in Table 3.5, the respondents were from
all class standing categories at the undergraduate level, with the most respondents in their
sophomore year (35.3%), followed by juniors (34.7%), freshmen (19.3%) and seniors (10.7%);
no graduate students participated in the pilot test. The majority of the respondents’ majors were
from the College of Human Sciences (84.7%), and the majority were Non-Hispanic White
(85.3%), followed by Non-Hispanic Black (10.7%). The respondents’ annual household incomes
were distributed across all levels including 30% below $30,000, 18% between $30,000 and
$79,999, 18.7% between $80,000 and $124,999, and 26.7% $125,000 or more.

Validity of brand selection and browsing task. Two of the selected 10 apparel brands
(i.e., Jones New York and Esprit) were not mentioned in the responses to the open-ended
question, indicating that no respondent had shopped for an apparel product on these two brands’
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Table 3.5
Demographic Characteristics of the Sample (n = 150)
Variable

F

%

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate student

29
53
52
16
0

19.3
35.3
34.7
10.7
0.0

College of Agriculture
College of Architecture, Design & Construction
College of Business
College of Education
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
College of Human Sciences
College of Liberal Arts
School of Nursing
Harrison School of Pharmacy
College of Sciences and Mathematics
College of Veterinary Medicine

1
4
4
2
1
0
127
6
1
1
3
0

0.7
2.7
2.7
1.3
0.7
0.0
84.7
4.0
0.7
0.7
2.0
0.0

Non-hispanic white
Non-hispanic black
Hispanic
Asian/pacific islander
American Indian/Alaskan native
Other

128
16
3
2
0
1

85.3
10.7
2.0
1.3
0.0
0.7

Under $5,000
$5,000 to $9,999
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $19,999
$20,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $29,999
$30,000 to $39,999
$40,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $59,999
$60,000 to $69,999
$70,000 to $79,999
$80,000 to $89,999
$90,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $124,999
$125,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $199,999
$200,000 to $249,999
$250,000 or over

25
5
8
2
1
4
4
5
12
6
10
6
4
18
6
10
7
17

16.7
3.3
5.3
1.3
0.7
2.7
2.7
3.3
8.0
4.0
6.7
4.0
2.7
12.0
4.0
6.7
4.7
11.3

Current class in school

Major

Ethnicity

Income
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Websites. Because the target markets of Jones New York and Esprit may not overlap with the
population of the present study, these two brands were eliminated from the main survey, leaving
only eight brands.
To check whether the assigned browsing task resulted in varying levels of challenge, the
frequency of respondents’ composite scores (i.e., averages) of the four challenge items was
calculated (see Figure 3.1). Respondents’ challenge composite scores (M = 3.5, SD = 1.16) were
widely distributed from 1 to 6.25 on a 7-point Likert scale, providing evidence that respondents
perceived various levels of challenges while performing the browsing task. Thus, no revision on
the online browsing task was necessary for the main survey.

Figure 3.1. Frequency statistics of challenge composite scores

Measurement validity and reliability. The reliability and validity of the scales were
assessed by using Cronbach’s alphas and exploratory factor analysis (EFA), respectively. EFA
was performed through principal component analysis with Varimax rotation in order to identify
factors under each of the skill, challenge, online flow, brand experience, and brand loyalty
constructs. The number of factors was determined by reviewing the factor structure based on
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four criteria: (1) Kaiser’s criterion (eigenvalue > 1), (2) scree plots, (3) factor loadings from
rotated component matrices, and (4) conceptual meaning of measurement items. The pilot test
sample size was large enough to consider that the variables were approximately normally
distributed, based on the central limit theorem (Rice, 1995).

Skill. The EFA findings showed that the skill construct consisted of four factors (with
eigenvalues of 1.0 or higher). These four factors and the items with high loadings (>.50) on each
factor were consistent with the dimensionality of the skill construct originally conceptualized
(see Table 3.6). Cronbach’s alphas of all four skill factors exceeded .70 (see Table 3.6),
establishing the reliability of the skill scale (Cronbach & Shavelson, 2004). Thus the skill
measurement was determined to be maintained for the main study as it was in the pilot test with
only one minor revision (one item, “I often have difficulties in purchase process on a shopping
Website,” was changed to “I often have difficulties in shopping online” for the main study in
order to help respondents to understand its meaning).

Challenge. As presented in Table 3.7, the EFA results of the four challenge items
(assessed after the online task) confirmed the uni-dimensionality of the challenge scale, and thus
no revision was required for the challenge measurement in the main survey. Cronbach’s alpha
(.733) of the challenge scale exceeded .70, indicating the internal consistency of measurement
scales (Cronbach & Shavelson, 2004).

Online flow. The initial EFA resulted in seven factors with eigenvalues above 1.0 from
the 36 online flow items. The three items measuring loss of self-consciousness were eliminated
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Table 3.6
Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for Skill (n = 150)
Factor Loading
Measurement Item a

Clothing
Shopping Skill

Clothing Shopping Skill 2
Clothing Shopping Skill 3
Clothing Shopping Skill 1
Clothing Shopping Skill 4

Web Search Skill

E-Commerce
Skill

.800
.770
.734
.697

Web Search Skill 1
Web Search Skill 2
Web Search Skill 4
Web Search Skill 3 R

.839
.828
.783
.686

E-Commerce Skill 2
E-Commerce Skill 3 R
E-Commerce Skill 1

.873
.825
.800

General Shopping Skill 3
General Shopping Skill 4 R
General Shopping Skill 2
General Shopping Skill 1
Eigenvalue
Variance explained

.795
.670
.659
.644
5.035
33.57%

2.047
13.65%

1.625
10.83%

Cronbach’s alpha
.818
.840
.817
Reverse-coded items.
a
See Table 3.3 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this column.
R

Table 3.7
Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for Challenge (n = 150)

a

General
Shopping Skill

Measurement Item a

Factor Loading

Challenge 1
Challenge 2
Challenge 4
Challenge 3

.823
.788
.734
.630

Eigenvalue
Variance explained

2.233
55.83%

Cronbach’s alpha
.733
See Table 3.3 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this column.
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1.333
8.88%
.765

for further EFAs because their factor loadings were below .5 on all factors. Because respondents
may have been confused about the meaning of the loss of self-consciousness items, one of them,
“I was not worried how I was performing during this task,” was decided to be negatively worded
(i.e., “I was worried how I was performing during this task.”) for the main study so that all the
loss of self-consciousness items were worded in the same direction. Following EFAs without the
loss of self-consciousness items revealed that two additional items, both measuring time
distortion, had loadings smaller than .50 on all factors and thus were eliminated for further EFA.
Table 3.8 presents the final EFA results from the remaining 31 items showing a sixfactor solution. The first factor, labeled as autotelic experience, consisted of 10 items, originating
from the dimensions of autotelic experience and curiosity of flow in the existing scales (Jackson
& Marsh, 1996; Webster et al., 1993). These 10 items tended to address the extent to which
respondents felt rewarded in performing the assigned browsing task, accompanied by enjoyment,
interest, and curiosity. Cronbach’s coefficient alpha of autotelic experience (.846) exceeded .70,
confirming internal consistency of the measurements (Cronbach & Shavelson, 2004).
The second factor, labeled as telepresence, included eight items from existing flow
scales--seven items measuring telepresence (Klein, 2003) and one item measuring time distortion
(Guo & Poole, 2009). These items addressed the extent to which respondents felt as if they were
in an environment created by the Website where they performed the task. Cronbach’s alpha of
telepresence (.894) exceeded .70, establishing reliability of the measurements (Cronbach &
Shavelson, 2004).
The third factor, labeled as concentration, addressed the extent to which respondents
perceived that they focused their attention on the task. Four items from concentration scale
(Jackson & Marsh, 1996) clearly belonged to the third factor, but one of them “During this task, I
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Table 3.8
Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for Online Flow (n = 150)
Factor Loading
Measurement Item a

Autotelic Experience 1
Autotelic Experience 7
Curiosity 2
Curiosity 1
Autotelic Experience 5
Autotelic Experience 2
Autotelic Experience 6 R
Autotelic Experience 4
Autotelic Experience 3
Curiosity 3

Autotelic
Experience

Telepresence

Concentration

Control

Mergence
of Action
Confusion
and
Awareness

.782
.765
.760
.744
.687
.677
.648
.638
.617
.615

Telepresence 3
Telepresence 6
Telepresence 7
Telepresence 1
Telepresence 5
Telepresence 2
Telepresence 4
Time Distortion 2

.827
.806
.783
.732
.696
.682
.592
.544

Concentration 1
Concentration 3
Concentration 4
Concentration 2 R

.784
.770
.768
-.545

Control 4
Control 2
Mergence of Action and Awareness 3
Control 1

.671
.660
.617
.464

Mergence of Action and Awareness 4
Mergence of Action and Awareness 1
Mergence of Action and Awareness 2

.813
.726
.524

Control 3 R
Control 5 R
Eigenvalue
Variance explained

.769
.623
10.995
35.47%

3.466
11.18%

1.901
6.13%

1.551
5.00%

1.321
4.26%

1.003
3.23%

Cronbach’s alpha
.846
.894
.375
.799
.790
.625
R
Note. Items excluded as a result of the EFA were Loss of Self-consciousness 1 , Loss of Self-consciousness 2 R,
Loss of Self-consciousness 3, Time Distortion 1, and Time Distortion 3.
R
Reverse-coded items.
a
See Table 3.3 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this column.
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made an effort to keep my mind on what was happening” had a negative factor loading (-.545).
This item prevented Cronbach’s alpha of concentration (.375) from exceeding .70. This item was
used for the main study as it was, but it was later eliminated.
The fourth factor, labeled as control, included four items which originally measured the
dimensions of control (three items) (Novak et al., 2000) and mergence of action and awareness
(one item) (Jackson & Marsh, 1996). These four items tended to address the extent which
respondents felt that they could accomplish the task by themselves. Cronbach’s alpha of control
(.799) exceeded .70, confirming internal consistency of the measurements (Cronbach &
Shavelson, 2004).
The other three items addressing mergence of action and awareness originating from
Jackson and Marsh (1996) belonged to the fifth factor, labeled as mergence of action and
awareness, addressing the extent to which respondents perceived that they responded to stimulus
immediately after being aware of the stimulus during the task. Cronbach’s alpha of the mergence
of action and awareness (.790) exceeded .70, establishing reliability of the measurements
(Cronbach & Shavelson, 2004).
The other two reverse-coded items measuring control (Novak et al., 2000) constituted
the sixth factor, labeled as confusion, addressing the extent to which respondents felt a lack of
confidence in completing the task. Cronbach’s alpha of confusion (.625) failed to exceed .70,
providing further support for the idea that reverse coded items needed to be modified for the
main study. These two items were positively worded as the other control items were, in order to
strengthen construct validity in the main survey.
Overall, because one reverse-coded item measuring loss of self-consciousness and two
reverse-coded items measuring control (but loaded on the confusion factor) were modified to be
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positively or negatively worded in a direction that was consistent with the other items in their
factor, the factor structure of the entire 36 online flow items in the main study could be different
from EFA results in the pilot test. For further investigation of the factor structure, no item was
decided to be eliminated from the main study. Additionally, one item, “I loved the feeling of
accomplishing this task and wanted to do it again,” was changed to “I loved the feeling of
accomplishing this task” for the main study in order to avoid using a compound sentence and
help respondents understand its meaning.

Brand experience. The initial EFA of the 12 brand experience items resulted in a threefactor solution based on Kaiser’s (1960) criterion (i.e., eigenvalue > 1). As shown in Table 3.9,
the first factor, named positive experience, included two sensory experience, two affective
experience, and two intellectual experience items from the original scale (Brakus et al., 2009).
These six items were all positively worded, addressing the extent to which respondents perceived
a brand to appeal to their senses, emotions, and capacity for rational thinking. The second factor
contained the three items measuring behavioral experience (Brakus et al., 2009) and thus was
labeled such. Finally, three negatively worded (reverse-coded) items loaded on the third factor,
named negative experience. This factor consisted of one sensory experience, one affective
experience, and one intellectual experience items from the original scale (Brakus et al., 2009).
Cronbach’s alphas of all three brand experience factors exceeded .70 (see Table 3.9), indicating
the internal consistency of measurement scales (Cronbach & Shavelson, 2004). However, the
clear split between the positively and negatively worded items into two separate factors suggests
that respondents may have been confused about reverse-coded items. Thus, all the reverse-coded
items of brand experience were modified to be positively worded in the main survey.
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Table 3.9
Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for Brand Experience (n = 150)
Factor Loading
Measurement Item

a

Affective 3
Sensory 1
Sensory 2
Intellectual 1
Intellectual 3
Affective 1

Positive Experience

Behavioral Experience

.782
.775
.745
.702
.632
.631

Behavioral 1
Behavioral 2
Behavioral 3 R

.786
.780
.715

Sensory 3 R
Affective 2 R
Intellectual 2 R
Eigenvalue
Variance explained

Negative Experience

.809
.719
.679
4.399
54.98%

1.078
13.48%

Cronbach’s alpha
.857
.718
Reverse-coded items.
a
See Table 3.3 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this column.

.655

R

Brand loyalty. The EFA for brand loyalty resulted in a two-factor solution, in which
only one reverse-coded item belonged to the second factor, whereas all the other items
measuring cognitive, affective, and conative brand loyalty were loaded on the first factor (see
Table 3.10). Because the EFA results did not show the expected dimensional structure of brand
loyalty (i.e., cognitive, affective, and conative loyalty), the researcher decided to retain only four
items addressing conative brand loyalty or loyalty behavioral intentions (i.e., “I will buy this
brand next time,” “I will revisit this brand next time,” “I will recommend this brand to other
people,” and “I will pay more in order to buy this brand”) for the main study. Further, three items
(i.e., “I will think of this brand over other brands,” “I will pay a lot of attention to this brand over
other brands,” and “I will consider this brand my first choice”) were newly created to address the
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Table 3.10
Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for Brand Loyalty (n = 150)
Measurement Item a

Factor Loading
Brand Loyalty

Cognitive 7
Cognitive 5
Conative 4
Cognitive 2
Cognitive 8
Cognitive 9
Cognitive 6
Conative 1
Cognitive 1
Cognitive 10
Cognitive 3
Affective 3
Cognitive 4
Affective 4
Conative 2
Affective 1
Conative 3

Negative Brand Loyalty

.881
.850
.844
.826
.817
.816
.809
.801
.796
.793
.774
.747
.726
.725
.721
.709
.631

Affective 2 R

.872

Eigenvalue
Variance explained

12.785
71.03%

Cronbach’s alpha
.975
Reverse-coded items.
a
See Table 3.3 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this column.

1.043
5.79%
-

R

attitudinal dimension of loyalty in the main survey by using the parts of the pilot test item
wordings capturing respondents’ preference over other brands. Behavioral and attitudinal loyalty
are the most frequently emphasized dimensions of loyalty in the literature (Oliver, 1999; van den
Brink et al., 2006; Zeithaml et al., 1996).
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Chapter 4. Main Survey

This chapter presents the method and results of the main survey testing the research
model and hypotheses proposed in Chapter 2. In this chapter, the instruments for the main survey,
finalized based on the pilot test results described in Chapter 3, are presented, followed by
sampling and data collection procedures used in the main survey. Subsequent sections describe
data analysis procedure and results of the main survey including sample characteristics, the
measurement validity and reliability, the hypothesis testing results, and additional analysis
results for further discussion.

Instruments
Similar to the pilot test, the main survey was conducted on a survey Website containing
an online browsing task and an online questionnaire.

Brand Website selection and browsing task scenario. As explained in Chapter 3, two
(Jones New York and Esprit) of the 10 brands used in the pilot test were eliminated based on the
pilot test results, so a total of eight brands’ Websites (i.e., Nike, Ralph Lauren, Victoria Secret,
Old Navy, Banana Republic, Express, Limited, and L.L.Bean) were used as the context for the
online browsing task in the main survey. The online browsing task instruction remained the same
as that used in the pilot test (see Table 3.2) because the pilot test indicated that the task
successfully resulted in varying levels of challenges.
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Measurements. The challenge measurements used in the pilot test remained the same in
the main survey. The measures for the remaining variables (skill, online flow, brand experience,
and loyalty) were revised as described in Chapter 3. The finalized measurement items are
presented in Table 4.1. Finally, demographic items, including age, marital state, educational state,
and ethnicity, were created to profile sample characteristics.

Sampling and Data Collection Procedure
A national sample of 815 adults in the United States who (a) were between 20 and 34
years old, (b) were female, and (c) had shopped online before participated in the main survey.
The age criterion was used to assure the sample age range matched the age of target customers of
the brands used in the main survey, which ranged from early 20s to mid 30s according to the
companies’ information ("Express Corporate Profile," 2011; "The GAP, Inc.," 2010; "L.L. Bean,
Inc.," 2011; "Limited Brands Proxy Statement ," 2010; "The Limited Company," 2011; "Nike,
Inc.," 2011; "Ralph Lauren Corporation," 2011). Because online flow is likely to occur when
people are highly motivated and involved in an online activity (Hoffman & Novak, 1996, 2009;
Novak et al., 2000), respondents who are not among the brands’ target customers are unlikely to
reach the state of online flow while performing a browsing task. For the same reason, subjects
were restricted to women because they were the main target of the selected brands, and they
typically enjoy shopping more (Seock & Bailey, 2008) and have higher levels of involvement
with apparel products as compared to men (Reece & Kinnear, 1986).
The sample for the main survey was recruited via email from an online consumer panel
of a market research firm, through a random sampling procedure. The email invitation contained
a link to an information letter page and the survey Website (see Appendix F for the information
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Table 4.1
Measurements Used in the Main Survey
Variable

Dimension a

No.

Skill

General
Shopping Skill

1
2
3
4

Clothing
Shopping Skill

1
2
3
4

E-Commerce
Skill

1
2
3

Web Search
Skill

1
2
3
4

Challenge

1
2
3
4

Online Flow

Item b
I usually know what to buy when I shop for something.
It is easy for me to find the right product that I am
looking for in a store.
I easily narrow down product choices.
It is hard for me to compare product choices to decide
what to buy. R

Source
Developed by the
researcher, based
on Reece and
Kinnear (1986)

I am usually aware of how trendy a clothing product is.
I can judge whether a clothing product has high quality.
When I shop for clothing, I can choose the right style and
color for me.
I can judge whether a clothing product fits me well.
I easily complete the purchase process on a shopping
Website.
I have no trouble in buying something online.
I often have difficulties in shopping online. R
I am skilled in using the Web.
I have good Web search techniques.
I know somewhat less than most users about using the
Web. R
I know how to find what I am looking for on the Web.

Adapted from
Novak et al.
(2000)

This task was challenging to me.
This task challenged me to perform to the best of my
ability.
This task provided a good test of my skills in online
shopping.
I found that this task stretched my capabilities to my
limits.

Adapted from
Novak et al.
(2000)

Autotelic
Experience

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

I really enjoyed doing this task.
I loved the feeling of accomplishing this task.
The experience of doing this task left me feeling great.
I found this task experience rewarding.
This task was interesting.
This task bored me. R
This task was fun for me.

Adapted from
Jackson and
Marsh (1996)

Curiosity

1
2
3

This task stimulated my curiosity.
This task made me curious.
This task stimulated my imagination.

Adapted from
Webster et al.
(1993)

Concentration

1

During this task, my attention was focused entirely on what Adapted from
I was doing.
Jackson and
2 During this task, I made an effort to keep my mind on what Marsh (1996)
was happening. R
3 I had total concentration to accomplish this task.
4 I was completely focused on this task at hand.
a
A priori dimension names originally planned before the pilot test.
b
Items revised from the pilot test items are presented in Italic.
R
Reverse-coded items.
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Table 4.1 (continued)
Measurements Used in the Main Survey
Variable

Dimension a

No.

Online Flow
(continued)

Control

1
2
3
4
5

Loss of SelfConsciousness

1
2
3

Mergence of
Action and
Awareness

1
2
3
4

Telepresence

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Brand
Experience

Item b

Source

During this task, I felt in control.
I clearly knew the right things to do to accomplish this
task.
I felt clear about what to do to accomplish this task.
I felt calm because I understood the process to accomplish
this task.
I felt calm because I was sure what to do to accomplish
this task.

Adapted from
Novak et al.
(2000)

I was self-conscious during this task. R
I was concerned how well I was completing this task. R
I was worried how I was performing during this task. R

Adapted from
Jackson and
Marsh (1996)

During this task, I made the correct movements without
thinking.
Things just seemed to be happening automatically during
this task.
I reacted to the Website automatically during this task.
During this task, I did things spontaneously and
automatically without having to think.
During this task, I felt I was in the world the Website
created.
During this task, I forgot I was in the middle of a survey.
During this task, my body was in the room, but my mind
was inside the world created by the computer.
The Website seemed to me “somewhere I visited” rather
than “something I saw.”
I felt I was more in the “Web world” than the “real world”
around me when I was doing the task.
I forgot about my immediate surroundings when I was
doing the task.
When I completed this task, I felt like I came back to the
“real world” after a journey.

Adapted from
Klein (2003)

Time Distortion

1
2
3

During this task, time appeared to go by very quickly.
I lost track of time while doing this task.
Time flew during this task.

Adapted from Guo
and Poole (2009)

Sensory
Experience

1
2

This brand makes a strong visual impression.
I find this brand interesting in product displays, product
texture, background music and/or use of fragrance.
This brand appeals to my senses of hearing, sight, touch,
and/or smell.

Adapted from
Brakus et al.
(2009)

3
Affective
Experience

1 This brand induces my feelings and sentiments.
2 I have strong emotions for this brand.
3 This brand provokes emotions.
a
A priori dimension names originally planned before the pilot test.
b
Items revised from the pilot test items are presented in Italic.
R
Reverse-coded items.
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Table 4.1 (continued)
Measurements Used in the Main Survey
Variable

Dimension a

No.

Item b

Brand
Experience
(continued)

Behavioral
Experience

1
2
3

I behave in a certain way when I wear this brand’s clothes.
I act differently when I use this brand.
This brand results in a certain behavior.

Intellectual
Experience

1
2
3

I engage in a lot of thinking when I encounter this brand.
This brand makes me think.
This brand stimulates my thinking and problem solving.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

I will buy this brand next time.
I will revisit this brand next time.
I will recommend this brand to other people.
I will pay more in order to buy this brand.
I will think of this brand over other brands.
I will pay a lot of attention to this brand over other brands.
I will consider this brand my first choice.

Brand
Loyalty

Source

Developed by the
researcher, based
on Kwon and
Lennon (2009);
Oliver (1999); van
den Brink et al.
(2006); and
Zeithaml et al.
(1996)

a

A priori dimension names originally planned before the pilot test.
Items revised from the pilot test items are presented in Italic.
R
Reverse-coded items.
b

letter used in the main survey). On the survey Website, respondents were first asked three
screening questions: “Have you ever used the Internet for searching product information or
purchasing products?”, “What is your gender?”, and “What is your age?” to screen out
disqualified respondents. For the third question, the respondents were to select one among five
choices (i.e., Below 19, 20 to 24, 25 to 29, 30 to 34, and Over 35).
Respondents identified to qualify for the study through their responses to the screening
questions reached the survey questionnaire where they first completed the skill measure. Then,
the respondents viewed the online browsing task instruction (see Table 3.2) and the predicted
challenge measure (which is a measure to be used for another study). Then, the respondents read
another instruction reminding them about the task and the fact that they were to provide
information about their chosen product, which was identical to the instruction used in the pilot
test (see Table 3.4). After reading the reminder instruction, the respondents performed the online
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browsing task and provided information about the product they chose during the task. After the
task, respondents completed measures that assessed challenge perceived during the task, online
flow, brand experience, and brand loyalty and answered demographic questions (see Appendix G
for the questionnaire used in the main survey).
Finally, respondents were directed to a closing page where they were thanked for their
time (see Appendix H for the closing page used in the main survey). The market research agency
provided respondents with a small incentive. In addition to the small incentive, all respondents
had a chance to enter a random drawing of five respondents to receive the product that they
selected for the online browsing task.
Among the 815 responses, 24 included invalid data with a response-set tendency (e.g.,
responding all 1’s, all 2’s, etc. in some pages) and 16 left more than 20% of the items missing.
These were removed from the data set. Moreover, 18 responses did not answer the questions
related to the product chosen for the online browsing task, and thus also were removed from the
data as it could not be ascertained that their responses were based on their experience with the
assigned brand Website. After the data cleaning, a total of 757 responses were determined to be
usable (73 responses for Banana Republic, 87 responses for Express, 185 responses for The
Limited, 75 responses for L.L.Bean, 62 responses for Nike, 79 responses for Old Navy, 68
responses for Ralph Lauren, and 128 responses for Victoria Secret). Because it was desired for
the data to be evenly distributed across the eight brands in order to avoid an unwanted effect
resulting from an idiosyncrasy of a particular brand more highly represented in the data, the
researcher randomly selected 62-63 responses from each brand (63 from Banana Republic,
Express, The Limited, and L.L.Bean, and 62 from Nike, Old Navy, Ralph Lauren, and Victoria
Secret), so that a total of 500 responses were used for further data analysis.
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Data Analyses
Descriptive statistics of the questionnaire items were computed using Statistical Package
for Social Science (SPSS) 18.0 software to screen unusable data and identify sample
demographics. Since the sample size of this study is sufficiently large, the variables can be
regarded being approximately normally distributed on the basis of the central limit theorem (Rice,
1995).
The reliability and validity of the skill, online flow, brand experience, and brand loyalty
scales were assessed before testing the hypotheses. For all scales except for challenge, the data
were randomly split into two sets by selecting approximately 50% of cases from the data in SPSS
18.0 software, and EFA was first conducted with one set of the data (n = 247) using SPSS 18.0.
Then, using Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS) 8.0 software, confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) was conducted for the other data set (n = 253) to confirm the dimensionality of each
construct identified in EFA.
EFA was performed through principal component analysis with Varimax rotation in order
to identify factors comprising each of the skill, challenge, online flow, brand experience, and
brand loyalty constructs. The number of factors was determined by reviewing four criteria: (1)
Kaiser’s criterion (eigenvalue > 1), (2) scree plots, (3) factor loadings from rotated component
matrices, and (4) conceptual meaning of measurement items.
The CFA was conducted using the Maximum Likelihood estimation method. The CFA
model fit was determined by three fit indices: (1) comparative fit index (CFI), (2) Tucker-Lewis
index (TLI), and (3) the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). The Chi-square
statistic is also commonly used to evaluate model fit, but the significance of chi-square statistic is
considered less reliable when sample size is either under 100 or over 200 (Singh, 2009). Thus,
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CFI, TLI, and RMSEA were considered better estimates of the model fit in this study because
they were considered to be relatively stable and independent of sample size as compared to other
fit indices (Singh, 2009; Yuan, 2005). Hu and Bentler (1999) recommended a cutoff value close
to.95 for CFI and TLI and a cutoff value close to.06 for RMSEA in order to have lower Type II
error rates with acceptable costs of Type I error rates. Other researchers argued that CFI and TLI
above .90 (Bentler, 1989) and RMSEA below .10 (Browne & Cudeck, 1992; MacCallum,
Browne, & Sugawara, 1996) would be acceptable.
Based on the results of EFA and CFA, the measurements were further refined in order to
establish their construct validity including convergent and discriminant validity (Hair, Black,
Babin, & Anderson, 2009). Convergent validity was assessed by the average variance extracted
(AVE) method, suggested by Fornell and Larcker (1981); AVE represents the amount of
common variance in a latent variable in relation to the amount of error variance (Dillon &
Goldstein, 1984). AVEs of .50 or above demonstrate convergent validity (Fornell & Larcker,
1981; Hair et al., 2009).
Discriminant validity was tested by two approaches. First, factor correlations and their
confident intervals (i.e., the correlation plus and minus two standard errors) were assessed.
Factor correlation confidence intervals must not contain 1.0 to establish discriminant validity
(Anderson & Gerbing, 1988). Second, chi-square difference tests were conducted to compare the
fit of the finalized CFA model and that of the restricted models with each factor correlation
constrained to be one. A significant chi-square difference test results indicates a better fit of the
unconstrained model, establishing the discriminant validity between the correlated factors
(Anderson & Gerbing, 1988; Hair et al., 2009).
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In addition to the validity check, reliability of the refined scales was checked by
examining (1) Cronbach’s alpha and (2) composite reliability (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).
Cronbach’s alphas and composite reliabilities exceeding .70 indicate the internal consistency of
the scale (Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2009).
On the other hand, for the challenge scale, the entire data set (n = 500) was used to run
EFA to assure the unidimensionality of the scale and Cronbach’s alpha to test its reliability.
EFA was performed through principal components analysis with Varimax rotation. After the
unidimensionality and reliability of the challenge scale were established, respondents were
categorized into two groups – high and low challenge groups – using a median split based on
their composite score (i.e., average) of the four challenge items to be used for testing H2.
To test the hypotheses, first, single-group SEM with maximum likelihood estimation was
conducted using AMOS 8.0 software to test H1, H3, and H4. Second, H2, predicting that the
relationship between skill and online flow would vary between the high and low challenge
groups, was tested using multiple-group CFA (using AMOS 8.0). In addition, multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA, using SPSS 18.0), conducted with the high versus low skill
groups categorized based on a median split of the composite score of skill items, and the high
versus low challenge groups categorized based on the median split of the challenge composite
score as independent variables, and the composite scores of online flow dimensions as dependent
variables, supplied further means to test H2. Finally, a series of single-group SEM with
maximum likelihood estimation were used to test H5 predicting that brand experience would
mediate the relationship between online flow and brand loyalty.
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Results
Sample demographics. The sample used for the data analysis consisted of 500 women
age 20 to 34 (M = 27.9, SD = 3.99). The age distribution of respondents showed that fewer
women aged 20-24 (23.6%) were included in the data than those aged 25-29 (37.0%) or 30-34
(39.4%). Educational experience of the respondents varied greatly including the largest group
with some college or technical school (42.4%), followed by those with a 4-year college degree
(22.6%) and a high school degree (18.8%). A majority of the respondents were non-Hispanic
White (69.6%), followed by non-Hispanic Black (12.0%), Hispanic (7.2%), and Asian (7.2%). In
terms of annual household income in 2010, 36.6% of the respondents’ households had an income
below $30,000, 52.4% between $30,000 and $89,999, and 11.0% $90,000 or more. The sample
represented a wide variety of occupations, with the largest number of respondents working as
homemakers (32.6%), professional or technical jobs (16.6%), others (12.8%), and clerical
workers (11.6%); most of the respondents who selected the “others” category further specified
their occupations as students (f = 39) and unemployed (f = 20). Most respondents were either
single and never married (45.0%) or married (48.2%). The frequencies and percentages of each
sample demographic characteristic are shown in Table 4.2.
The sample characteristics were generally consistent with the U.S. national female
population with ages of 20-35 years reported by the U.S. Census Bureau. In terms of age, the
national female population has an almost equal distribution among 20-24 (33.9%), 25-29
(34.3%), and 30-34 (31.8%) age groups ("Annual Estimates of the Resident Population for the
United States, " 2009). Since only 23.6% of the respondents were at the age of 20-24, the sample
was slightly older than the national population, but not severely biased. With regard to
educational levels, the U.S. population statistics for females age 18-34 ("Educational
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Table 4.2
Demographic Characteristics of the Sample (n=500)
Variable

f

%

20 to 24
25 to 29
30 to 34

118
185
197

23.6
37.0
39.4

8th grade or less
Some high school
High school degree
Some college or technical school
College degree (4 years)
Some graduate school
Graduate degree

2
12
94
212
113
19
48

0.4
2.4
18.8
42.4
22.6
3.8
9.6

Non-hispanic white
Non-hispanic black
Hispanic
Asian/pacific islander
American Indian/Alaskan native
Other

348
60
36
36
6
14

69.6
12.0
7.2
7.2
1.2
2.8

Under $5,000
$5,000 to $9,999
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $19,999
$20,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $29,999
$30,000 to $39,999
$40,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $59,999
$60,000 to $69,999
$70,000 to $79,999
$80,000 to $89,999
$90,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $124,999
$125,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $199,999
$250,000 or over

26
27
21
22
49
38
69
64
52
34
28
15
16
23
6
7
3

5.2
5.4
4.2
4.4
9.8
7.6
13.8
12.8
10.4
6.8
5.6
3.0
3.2
4.6
1.2
1.4
0.6

Professional or technical
Manager or administrator
Sales worker
Clerical worker
Craftsworker
Machine operator or laborer
Farmer, farm manager, or farm laborer
Service worker or private household worker
Military

83
46
33
58
5
6
1
39
2

16.6
9.2
6.6
11.6
1.0
1.2
0.2
7.8
0.4

Age

Education

Ethnicity

Income

Occupation
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Table 4.2 (continued)
Demographic Characteristics of the Sample (n=500)
Variable

f

%

Homemaker
Other

163
64

32.6
12.8

Single and never married
Married
Separated
Divorced
Widowed

225
241
13
20
1

45.0
48.2
2.6
4.0
0.2

Occupation (continued)

Marital Status

Attainment," 2010) showed that 36% with some college or technical school, 24.9% with a high
school degree, and 19.5% with a 4-year college degree. Considering that women aged 18-19,
most of whom would fit the high school degree category, were not included in the sample, the
sample naturally had a slightly lower proportion of respondents with a high school degree than
the national population. Regarding ethnicity, national population consists of 65.4% of NonHispanic White, 15.0% of Hispanic, and 12.7% of Non-Hispanic Black ("Annual Estimates of
the Resident Population by Sex," 2009). Thus, in the current sample, non-Hispanic Blacks were
slightly over-represented while Hispanics were under-represented as compared to the national
sample. In terms of income in 2010, 31.4% of households in the national population had an
annual income below $30,000, 44.3% between $30,000 and $89,999, and 24.3% over $90,000
("Income Distribution," 2010). Compared to the national population, the sample is overrepresented in the low and middle income levels (36.6% below $30,000; 52.4% between $30,000
and $89,999) and under-represented in the high income group (11% $90,000 or more).
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Measurement validity and reliability.
Skill. The initial EFA of the 15 skill items run on the first half of the data using principal
component analysis with Varimax rotation resulted in five factors with eigenvalues of 1.0 or
higher. However, the fifth factor was composed of three reverse-coded items with different
conceptual meanings. Since respondents were likely to be confused about the reverse-coded
items, two of the three reverse-coded items were eliminated (i.e., “It is hard for me to compare
product choices to decide what to buy” and “I know somewhat less than most users about using
the Web”). The remaining item had a primary factor loading of .662 on the fifth factor and a
cross-loading of .534 on the fourth factor. This item was expected to load on the fourth factor
when the second EFA was run and thus was maintained. The second EFA with the 13 remaining
items confirmed the expected four factor structure (see Table 4.3). The four factors are labeled
clothing shopping skill, Web search skill, general shopping skill, and e-commerce skill,
corresponding to the original conceptual dimensions established in the literature review (also see
Table 3.3).
The CFA of the 4-factor, 13-item model, run with the second half of the data, showed a
good fit indicated by the CFI (.965), TLI (.954), and RMSEA (.065). The examination of the
factor loadings, however, showed that the reverse-coded item, “I often have difficulties in
shopping online” had a loading (.452) lower than .50, and thus was eliminated (Anderson &
Gerbing, 1988). Another CFA was conducted with the four-factor model including the remaining
12 items (see Figure 4.1.), yielding a good fit, χ2 = 87.009, df = 48, CFI = .969, TLI = .978, and
RMSEA = .057, with factor loadings of all items exceeding .50, and thus was finalized as the
measurement model for skill to be used in the hypothesis testing.
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Table 4.3
Final Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for Skill (n = 247)
Factor Loading
Measurement Item

a

Clothing Shopping Skill 1
Clothing Shopping Skill 2
Clothing Shopping Skill 3
Clothing Shopping Skill 4

Clothing
Shopping Skill

Web Search
Skill

General
Shopping Skill

E-Commerce
Skill

.832
.741
.729
.707

Web Search Skill 2
Web Search Skill 1
Web Search Skill 4

.887
.870
.826

General Shopping Skill 1
General Shopping Skill 3
General Shopping Skill 2

.827
.818
.772

E-Commerce Skill 2
E-Commerce Skill 3 R
E-Commerce Skill 1
Eigenvalue
Variance explained

.828
.771
.734
5.389
41.46%

1.769
13.61%

1.286
9.90%

1.069
8.23%

Cronbach’s alpha
.833
.926
.801
.798
Note. Two items, Web Search Skill 3 and General Shopping Skill 4, were excluded as a result of the initial EFA.
R
Reverse-coded items.
a
See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this column.

Table 4.4 shows the AVEs, factor correlations, Cronbach’s alphas, and composite
reliabilities of the skill factors. The AVEs for all skill factors exceeded .50, thereby
demonstrating convergent validity (Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2009). Further, none of
the confidence intervals for the factor correlation coefficients contained 1.0 (Anderson &
Gerbing, 1988), and a series of chi-square difference tests that compared the unconstrained
model (i.e., the original CFA model) with each of six constrained models (by restricting each
factor correlation to be 1.0; see Table 4.5) showed the significantly superior fit of the
unconstrained model (with four factors) than all six constrained models (see Table 4.5). Both
results demonstrated the discriminant validity of the skill factors (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988;
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Hair et al., 2009). All Cronbach’s alphas and composite reliabilities exceeded .70, indicating the
internal consistency of the skill scale (Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2009).

Notes. See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this figure.
χ2 = 87.009, df = 48, p < .001, CFI = .969, TLI = .978, and RMSEA = .057
***
p < .001

Figure 4.1. Confirmatory factor analysis results for skills (n = 253)
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Table 4.4
Validity and Reliability Check for Skills (n = 253)
Clothing
Shopping Skill

Web Search
Skill

General
Shopping Skill

E-Commerce
Skill

Cronbach’s
alpha

Composite
Reliability

Clothing
Shopping
Skill

.570

-

-

-

.841

.841

Web Search
Skill

.601 (.049)
[.503, .699]

.812

-

-

.928

.928

General
Shopping
Skill

.631 (.052)
[.527, .735]

.525 (.056)
[.413, .637]

.577

-

.802

.803

E-Commerce
.495 (.060)
.691 (.042)
.566 (.057)
.837
.838
.721
Skill
[.375, .615]
[.607, .775]
[.452, .680]
Note. AVEs are shown in the diagonal cells in bold. Correlations are shown in off-diagonal cells in the format of
correlation coefficient (standard error) [confidence interval].

Table 4.5
Chi-square Difference Tests for Examining Discriminant Validity of Skill Factors (n = 253)

Model

Base Model

Factor Correlation Constrained to Be 1

-

χ2

df

Chi-square difference
tests against the base
(unconstrained) model
Δχ2

Δdf

p

87.009

48

-

-

-

Model 1

Clothing Shopping Skill  Web Search Skill

318.149

49

231.140

1

< .001

Model 2

Clothing Shopping Skill  General Shopping Skill

203.367

49

116.358

1

< .001

Model 3

Clothing Shopping Skill  E-Commerce Skill

224.884

49

137.875

1

< .001

Model 4

Web Search Skill  General Shopping Skill

253.444

49

166.435

1

< .001

Model 5

Web Search Skill  E-Commerce Skill

183.157

49

96.148

1

< .001

Model 6

General Shopping Skill  E-Commerce Skill

203.570

49

116.561

1

< .001

Challenge. The EFA results from the entire data showed that the four challenge items
constituted a single factor (see Table 4.6). The Cronbach’s alpha of the four challenge items
was .795, indicating adequate internal consistency (Cronbach & Shavelson, 2004).
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Table 4.6
Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for Challenges (n = 500)

a

Measurement Item a

Factor Loading

Challenge 2
Challenge 4
Challenge 1
Challenge 3

.826
.816
.793
.709

Eigenvalue
Variance explained

2.479
61.97%

Cronbach’s alpha

.795

See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this column.

Online flow. The initial EFA of the 36 online flow items, run with the first half of the
data, resulted in six factors with eigenvalues above 1.0. The item, “During this task, I made an
effort to keep my mind on the task” had a primary factor loading lower than .5. Therefore,
another EFA was run without this item. Based on the second EFA results, three items originally
conceptualized to measure time distortion were also eliminated because they were scattered
across different factors. As a result, 32 of the 36 items were retained for the third EFA, which
resulted in a clear five-factor solution (see Table 4.7).
The first factor, labeled as autotelic experience, combining the seven autotelic
experience items and the three curiosity items from the originally planned dimensions (see Table
4.1; Jackson & Marsh, 1996; Webster et al., 1993). These 10 items addressed the feelings of
reward such as enjoyment, interest, and curiosity experienced while performing the assigned
browsing task. The second factor was labeled as telepresence because all items in this factor
were identical to Klein’s (2003) seven telepresence items. The third factor combined the five
control items and the four mergence of action and awareness items from the originally planned
dimensions (also see Table 4.1; Jackson & Marsh, 1996; Novak et al., 2000). These nine items
assessed the extent to which respondents felt they could accomplish the task by immediately
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Table 4.7
Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for Online Flow (n = 247)
Factor Loading
Measurement Item a, b

Autotelic Experience 1 (AE9)
Autotelic Experience 5 (AE5)
Curiosity 2 (AE2)
Autotelic Experience 7 (AE4)
Curiosity 1 (AE3)
Autotelic Experience 4 (AE6)
Autotelic Experience 6 R
Autotelic Experience 2 (AE8)
Curiosity 3 (AE1)
Autotelic Experience 3 (AE7)

Autotelic
Experience

Telepresence

Control

Concentration

.770
.769
.736
.731
.713
.694
.658
.627
.625
.612

Telepresence 3 (TP5)
Telepresence 6 (TP2)
Telepresence 1 (TP7)
Telepresence 5 (TP3)
Telepresence 6 (TP1)
Telepresence 2 (TP6)
Telepresence 4 (TP4)

.863
.858
.832
.826
.818
.771
.715

Mergence of Action and Awareness 1 (CT1)
Control 5 (CT8)
Control 4 (CT7)
Mergence of Action and Awareness 4 (CT3)
Control 2 (CT5)
Control 3 (CT6)
Control 1 (CT4)
Mergence of Action and Awareness 2
Mergence of Action and Awareness 3 (CT2)

.780
.710
.707
.692
.679
.675
.637
.577
.558

Concentration 3 (CC2)
Concentration 1 (CC3)
Concentration 4 (CC1)

.741
.726
.626

Loss of Self-Consciousness 3 R
Loss of Self-Consciousness 2 R
Loss of Self-Consciousness 1 R
Eigenvalue
Variance explained

Loss of
SelfConsciousness

.813
.805
.714
12.309
38.47%

5.093
15.91%

1.801
5.63%

1.542
4.82%

1.162
3.63%

Cronbach’s alpha
.884
.937
.903
.865
.785
Note. Four online flow items, Concentration 2, and Time Distortion 1-3, were eliminated based on the prior EFA
results.
R
Reverse- coded items.
a
See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this column.
b
Parenthesized item codes are for cross-referencing indicator notations used in CFA figure (Figure 4.2).
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responding to the stimulus during the task, and thus this factor was labeled as control. The fourth
and fifth factors were labeled as concentration and loss of self-consciousness, respectively,
echoing the conceptual meaning of the originally planned dimensions (see Table 4.1; Jackson &
Marsh, 1996).
The 32-item, 5-factor model of online flow suggested by the EFA results was subjected
to CFA with the second half of the data. However, the initial CFA failed to show a good fit. Even
though the CFI (.904) and RMSEA (.073) were acceptable, the TLI (.895) was lower than the
cutoff value of .90 recommended by Bentler (1989). Moreover, factor loadings of two items
(“This task bored me” and “Things just seemed to be happening automatically during this task”)
were lower than .50. After dropping the two low-loading items, a second CFA yielded adequate
goodness of fit, CFI = .925, TLI = .918, and RMSEA = .068. However, the factor, loss of the
self-consciousness, had significant, negative correlations with three other factors: telepresence (r
= -.50, p < .001), autotelic experience (r = -.29, p < .001), and concentration (r = -.18, p < .05).
These unexpected negative factor correlations may have resulted from a misunderstanding about
the loss of self-consciousness measurement items. That is, respondents who understood the task
as a test of their shopping abilities might intentionally keep conscious of the task to successfully
complete the task, and this could lead to response bias. Furthermore, respondents might have
also become confused because all loss of self-consciousness items were reverse-coded. Thus, the
items for loss of self-consciousness were eliminated, and another CFA was run with the
remaining four factors (autotelic experience, telepresence, control, and concentration) consisting
of 27 items. The final model fit was good, χ2 = 740.301, df = 318, CFI = .927, TLI = .920, and
RMSEA = .073, and the factor loadings of all items exceeded .50 (see Figure 4.2). Therefore, the
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4-factor, 27-item model was finalized as the online flow measurement model for further
hypothesis testing.

Notes. See Table 4.1 and Table 4.7 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this figure.
TP- Telepresence; AE- Autotelic experience; CT- Control; CC- Concentration
χ2 = 740.301, df = 318, p < .001, CFI = .927, TLI = .920, and RMSEA = .073
**
p < .01, *** p < .001

Figure 4.2. Confirmatory factor analysis results for online flow (n = 253)

The convergent and discriminant validity of the finalized online flow measurement was
assessed by checking AVEs, factor correlations, Cronbach’s alphas, and composite reliabilities
(see Table 4.8). The AVEs of all four factors exceeded .50, establishing convergent validity
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Table 4.8
Validity and Reliability Check for Online Flow (n = 253)
Telepresence

Autotelic
experience

Control

Concentration

Cronbach’s
alpha

Composite
Reliability

Telepresence

.692

-

-

-

.939

.940

Autotelic
experience

.599 (.044)
[.511, .687]

.683

-

-

.950

.951

Control

.207 (.064)
[.079, .335]

.685 (.037)
[.611, .759]

.581

-

.908

.915

.456 (.056)
.768 (.032)
.754 (.034)
.878
.879
.708
[.344, .568]
[.704, .832]
[.686, .822]
Note. AVEs are shown in the diagonal cells in bold. Correlations are shown in off-diagonal cells in the format of
correlation coefficient (standard error) [confidence interval].
Concentration

(Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2009). Confidence intervals of none of the factor
correlations contained 1.0, thereby indicating discriminant validity among the online flow factors
(Anderson & Gerbing, 1988). In addition, through a series of chi-square difference tests, the
unconstrained model (i.e., the finalized CFA model) showed a significantly better fit over all the
constrained models with a factor correlation coefficient of 1.0 (see Table 4.9), reaffirming the
discriminant validity of the four online flow factors (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988; Hair et al.,
2009). Reliability of the online flow scale was established through Cronbach’s alphas and
composite reliabilities, which all exceeded .70 (see Table 4.8; Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et
al., 2009).

Brand experience. The initial EFA of the 12 brand experience items with the first half of
the data resulted in a one-factor solution based on Kaiser’s (1960) criterion (i.e., eigenvalue > 1).
However, the scree plot suggested a possibility of two factors. Thus, another EFA was conducted
using the option of fixed two factors. As shown in Table 4.10, the first factor, labeled non71

Table 4.9
Chi-square Difference Tests of Discriminant Validity for Online Flow (n = 253)

Model

χ2

Factor Correlation Constrained to Be 1

Chi-square difference tests
against the base
(unconstrained) model

df

Δχ2

Δdf

p

Base Model

-

740.031

318

-

-

-

Model 1

Telepresence  Concentration

1063.009

319

322.978

1

< .001

Model 2

Telepresence  Control

1862.651

319

1122.620

1

< .001

Model 3

Telepresence  Autotelic experience

1602.637

319

862.606

1

< .001

Model 4

Control  Concentration

901.710

319

161.679

1

< .001

Model 5

Autotelic experience  Concentration

899.973

319

159.942

1

< .001

Model 6

Autotelic experience  Control

1303.369

319

563.338

1

< .001

Table 4.10
Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for Brand Experience (n = 247)
Measurement Item a
Intellectual 3
Behavioral 1
Behavioral 2
Behavioral 3
Affective 1
Intellectual 1
Affective 3
Intellectual 2
Affective 2

Factor Loading
Non-sensory Experience
.846
.842
.839
.834
.833
.828
.817
.806
.791

Sensory 2
Sensory 1
Sensory 3
Eigenvalue
Variance explained
a

Sensory Experience

.883
.836
.713
8.732
72.77%

Cronbach’s alpha
.970
See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this column.
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.969
8.08%
.874

sensory experience, combined the three affective brand experience items, three behavioral brand
experience items, and three intellectual brand experience items (Brakus et al., 2009). The second
factor, named sensory, contained the three items originally conceptualized as sensory brand
experience (also see Table 4.1; Brakus et al., 2009).
However, the CFA run with the second half of the data based on the two-factor model
showed a poor model fit (i.e., χ2 = 345.052, df = 53, CFI = .916, TLI = .895, and RMSEA = .148)
with a TLI value below .90 and RMSEA value above .10, thereby failing to confirm the twofactor model. Brakus et al. (2009) originally examined the structure of brand experience,
comparing a four-factor model (including sensory, affective, behavioral, and intellectual factors)
with other alternative models and concluded that the four-factor model was the best model.
Hence, a second run of CFA was conducted to assess the fit of the four-factor model verified by
Brakus et al. (2009). All fit indices suggested an adequate fit (i.e., χ2 = 116.388, df = 48, CFI
= .980, TLI = .973, and RMSEA = .075), and the standardized regression coefficients of all items
exceeded .50 at the alpha level of .001 (see Figure 4.3).
Given that the four-factor structure was not extracted from the EFA results from the first
data set, accepting the four-factor model CFA results may be vulnerable to criticism in spite of
the good model fit. To check whether the four-factor model could fit the entire data set
adequately, the third run of CFA was conducted with the entire data set (n = 500). This third
CFA again resulted in a good model fit (i.e., χ2 = 149.345, df = 48, CFI = .985, TLI = .979, and
RMSEA = .063); thus, the four-factor model was accepted as the final measurement model of
brand experience for hypothesis testing. The four factors were labeled sensory, affective,
behavioral, and intellectual experiences, following the original names suggested by Brakus et al.
(2009).
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Notes. See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this figure.
χ2 = 116.388, df = 48, p < .001, CFI = .980, TLI = .973, and RMSEA = .075
***
p < .001

Figure 4.3. Confirmatory factor analysis results for brand experience (n = 253)

As shown in Table 4.11, AVEs, factor correlations, Cronbach’s alphas, and composite
reliabilities were assessed based on CFA results from the entire data (n = 500). The AVEs of all
four factors were over .50, providing evidence for convergent validity (Fornell & Larcker, 1981;
Hair et al., 2009). No factor correlation confidence intervals (i.e., plus and minus two standard
errors around the factor correlation coefficients) contained 1.0 (see Table 4.11), providing
evidence for discriminant validity (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988). A series of chi-square difference
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tests again established discriminant validity (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988; Hair et al., 2009), as
the unconstrained four-factor model showed a significantly better fit than six constrained models
with one of the factor correlations restricted to be 1.0 (see Table 4.12). All Cronbach’s alphas
and composite reliabilities were above .70, thereby establishing measurement reliability of the
brand experience scale (Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2009).

Table 4.11
Validity and Reliability Check for Brand Experience (n = 500)
Sensory

Affective

Behavioral

Intellectual

Cronbach’s
alpha

Composite
Reliability

Sensory

.726

-

-

-

.891

.888

Affective

.883 (.015)
[.853, .913]

.828

-

-

.934

.935

Behavioral

.772 (.022)
[.728, .816]

.922 (.010)
[.902, .942]

.843

-

.941

.941

.782 (.022)
.919 (.011)
.884 (.013)
.932
.932
.820
[.738, .826]
[.897, .941]
[.858, .910]
Note. AVEs are shown in the diagonal cells in bold. Correlations are shown in off-diagonal cells in the format of
correlation coefficient (standard error) [confidence interval].
Intellectual

Table 4.12
Chi-square Difference Tests of Discriminant Validity for Brand Experience (n = 500)

Model

χ2

Factor Correlation Constrained to Be 1

df

Chi-square difference tests against
the base (unconstrained) model
Δχ2

Δdf

p

Base Model

-

149.345

48

-

-

-

Model 1

Sensory  Affective

302.757

49

153.412

1

< .001

Model 2

Sensory  Behavioral

505.776

49

356.431

1

< .001

Model 3

Sensory  Intellectual

478.75

49

329.405

1

< .001

Model 4

Affective  Behavioral

289.707

49

140.362

1

< .001

Model 5

Affective  Intellectual

281.045

49

131.7

1

< .001

Model 6

Behavioral  Intellectual

386.133

49

236.788

1

< .001
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Brand loyalty. The EFA with the first half of the data resulted in a one-factor solution
for the seven brand loyalty items with all factor loadings above .80 (see Table 4.13). The
adequacy of the one-factor model was assessed through CFA using the second half of the data.
The values of CFI (.944) and TLI (.916) were greater than .90, but the value of RMSEA (.169)
was greater than .10, indicating an unacceptable fit (Browne & Cudeck, 1992; MacCallum et al.,
1996). Thus, the initial model was adjusted by adding covariances between error terms. Because
a high degree of overlap in item content could trigger error covariances (Byrne, 2009), related
items were identified on the basis of literature review. Three items (“I will buy this brand next
time,” “I will revisit this brand next time,” and “I will recommend this brand to other people”),
adopted from Kwon and Lennon (2009) and Zeithaml et al. (1996), addressed loyalty behavioral
intention, and thus their error terms were specified to co-vary. On the other hand, another set of
three items (“I will think of this brand over other brands,” “I will pay a lot of attention to this
brand over other brands,” and “I will consider this brand my first choice”) addressed consumers’
cognitive preference over other brands; thus, their error terms were again specified to co-vary.
The remaining one item “I will pay more in order to buy this brand” was also adopted from
Kwon and Lennon (2009) as a loyalty behavioral intention item; however, Kwon and Lennon
(2009) reported that the mean score of this item was only half of the mean scores of the other
loyalty behavioral intention items (e.g., intents to repurchase, revisit, and recommend a brand),
suggesting the lack of connection between this item with other behavioral intention items. Thus,
no error covariance was specified for this item. Figure 4.4 presents the CFA model with the
aforementioned error covariances. The modified model demonstrated a good fit (i.e., χ2 = 19.451,
df = 8, p < .05, CFI = .994, TLI = .983, and RMSEA = .075), and all items had factor loadings
above .50. The Cronbach’s alpha of the brand loyalty scale was .954, and the composite
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reliability was .949; thus, reliability of the scale was established (Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair
et al., 2009). Therefore, the finalized one-factor model with error covariances was used as the
brand loyalty measurement model for hypothesis testing.

Table 4.13
Exploratory Factor Analysis Results for Brand Loyalty (n = 247)

a

Measurement Item a

Factor Loading

Brand Loyalty 5
Brand Loyalty 1
Brand Loyalty 6
Brand Loyalty 2
Brand Loyalty 7
Brand Loyalty 3
Brand Loyalty 4

.929
.912
.897
.892
.888
.848
.848

Eigenvalue
Variance explained

5.521
78.87%

Cronbach’s alpha
.954
See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this column.

Notes. See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to item abbreviations in this figure.
χ2 = 19.451, df = 8, p < .05, CFI = .994, TLI = .983, and RMSEA = .075
*
p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

Figure 4.4. Confirmatory factor analysis results for brand loyalty (n = 253)
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Hypothesis testing.
Direct relationships. All hypothesized direct relationships (i.e., H1, H3, and H4) were
tested through a single-group SEM with maximum likelihood estimation. A SEM model (Model
1) was created by using item parceling (i.e., combining items into small groups of items within
scales or subscales) for indicators of three of the four latent variables—skill, online flow, and
brand experience -- resulting in a more optimal indicator-to-sample size ratio and thus more
stable parameter estimates (Bandalos & Finney, 2001). Isolated parceling, in which items were
parceled with other items sharing the same source of variance (i.e., scores of the items loading on
the same factor according to the finalized CFA results reported in the previous section were
averaged to create a single indicator), was used, so the model fit would not be inflated (Hall,
Snell, & Foust, 1999). For the brand loyalty latent variable, indicators were specified using the
finalized measurement model in the previous section (see Figure 4.4). The sample size (n = 500)
was adequate for hypothesis testing using this method because the parceled model resulted in 47
parameters to be estimated, requiring a minimal sample size of 470 according to Byrne’s (2009)
recommendation. The SEM results are presented in Figure 4.5.
The SEM results indicated that the model had an acceptable fit, χ2 = 802.871, df = 143, p < .001,
CFI = .918, TLI = .902, and RMSEA = .096, and thus the significance of the hypothesized paths
were investigated. The standardized regression coefficients indicated that skill positively
influenced online flow (β = .544, p < .001), supporting H1. The positive influence of online flow
on brand experience also was significant (β = .569, p < .001), supporting H3. Moreover, brand
experience had a significant, positive influence on brand loyalty (β = .803, p < .001), thereby
supporting H4.
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Notes. CSS- Clothing shopping skill; WSS- Web search skill; GSS- General shopping skill; ECS- E-commerce skill; TP- Telepresence; AE- Autotelic experience;
CT- Control; CC- Concentration; S- Sensory experience; A- Affective experience; B- Behavioral experience; I- Intellectual experience; BL- Brand loyalty
See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to BL indicators.
χ2 = 802.871, df = 143, p < .001, CFI = .918, TLI = .902, and RMSEA = .096
**
p < .01, *** p < .001

Figure 4.5. Model 1: Structural equation model for testing H1, 3, and 4 (n = 500)
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Moderating effect test. H2 predicted the moderating effect of challenge on the
relationship between skill and online flow. Two approaches were used to test this hypothesis.
The first approach is to use multiple-group CFA with maximum likelihood estimation.
Respondents were categorized into high- versus low-challenge groups by perceived challenge
median split so that each group had an equal sample size (n = 250). A CFA model (Model 2) was
created by using item parceling method for indicators of the skill and online flow latent variables.
As shown in Figure 4.6, the CFA results indicated that the correlation coefficient between skill

(a) High Challenge

(b) Low Challenge
Notes. CSS- Clothing shopping skill; WSS- Web search skill; GSS- General shopping skill; ECS- E-commerce skill;
TP- Telepresence; AE- Autotelic experience; CT- Control; CC- Concentration
χ2 = 184.006, df = 38, p < .001, CFI = .914, TLI = .873, and RMSEA = .088
***
p < .001

Figure 4.6. Model 2: Structural equation model for testing H2 (n = 500)
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and online flow was higher for the high-challenge group (r = .756, p < .001) than for the lowchallenge group (r = .498 , p < .001). To examine whether this correlation difference between the
two challenge groups is statistically significant, a chi-square difference test was run between
Model 2 and another multiple-group CFA model (Model 3) with a constraint that the correlation
coefficient was equal between the high- and low-challenge groups. Results from the chi-square
difference test (Δ χ2 = 11.862, Δdf =1, p < .001) revealed that Model 2 with a higher correlation
for the high (vs. low) challenge group (χ2 = 184.006, df = 38) had a significantly better fit than
Model 3, the constrained model (χ2 = 195.868, df = 39), thereby supporting H2.
The second approach to test H2 is to test the skill × challenge interaction effect using
MANOVA, followed by analyses of variance (ANOVAs). For this test, both skill and challenge
were converted into categorical variables. The median-split high and low challenge groups were
again used for the challenge variable. Another median split was conducted based on respondents’
composite scores of the four skill factors (i.e., averages of the four averages representing each
factor—average of clothing shopping skill items, average of Web-search skill items, average of
general shopping skill items, and average of e-commerce skill items) to classify each respondent
into high- versus low-skill groups. Then, MANOVA was run with the skill and challenge
categorical variables as two fixed factors and four online flow factor composite scores (i.e.,
averages of the items from each factor)-- telepresence, autotelic experience, control, and
concentration— as four dependent variables. MANOVA results showed the significant skill ×
challenge interaction effect (Wilks' λ = .974, F4, 493 = 3.294, p = .011) as well as significant main
effects of skill (Wilks' λ = .804, F4, 493 = 30.061, p < .001) and challenge (Wilks' λ = .804, F4, 493
= 30.103, p < .001). Follow-up ANOVAs revealed that the skill × challenge interaction effect
was significant for all four dependent variables (see Table 4.14). The effects of skill in increasing
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Table 4.14
ANOVA Results for Testing H2
Dependent Variable
Telepresence

Effect

Sum of Square

Mean Square

df

Error df

31.823

31.823

15.864

1

496

< .001

110.710

110.710

55.191

1

496

< .001

Skill × Challenge

13.505

13.505

6.732

1

496

.010

Skill

68.476

68.476

56.404

1

496

< .001

Challenge

79.962

79.962

65.865

1

496

< .001

Skill × Challenge

10.712

10.712

8.823

1

496

.003

Skill

94.177

94.177

117.190

1

496

< .001

Challenge

0.107

0.107

0.133

1

496

.715

Skill × Challenge

4.714

4.714

5.866

1

496

.016

Skill

74.384

74.384

57.692

1

496

< .001

Challenge

12.808

12.808

9.934

1

496

.002

Skill × Challenge

12.695

12.695

9.846

1

496

.002

Skill
Challenge

Autotelic Experience

Control

Concentration

F

p

telepresence, autotelic experience, control, and concentration were greater in the high-challenge
group than in the low-challenge group (see Figure 4.7), supporting H2.
The ANOVAs also revealed significant main effects of skill on all four online flow
dimensions and significant main effects of challenge on all online flow dimensions but control.
Online flow scores were significantly more positive for high-skill or high-challenge respondents
than low-skill or low-challenge respondents in the aforementioned dimensions (see Table 4.15).

Mediation test. H5, which predicted mediating effect of brand experience on the
relationship between online flow and brand loyalty, was tested by running another SEM model
(Model 4, see Figure 4.8) created by adding the direct regression path from online flow to brand
loyalty to Model 1 (which was used to test H1, H3, and H4). In Model 1, the effect of online
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(a) Telepresence

(b) Autotelic Experience

(c) Control

(d) Concentration

Figure 4.7. Mean scores of online flow dimensions depending on skill and challenge levels

Table 4.15
Mean Scores of Online Flow Dimensions Depending on Skill and Challenge Levels
Low Challenge

High Challenge

Low Skill

High Skill

Telepresence

3.52

4.46

3.74

4.25

Autotelic Experience

4.73

5.53

4.76

5.50

Control

5.54

5.74

5.21

6.08

Concentration

5.31

5.63

5.08

5.86

flow on brand experience (β = .569) and the effect of brand experience on brand loyalty (β
= .803) were both significant. In Model 4, the direct effect of online flow on brand loyalty (β
= .199, p < .001) was significant, while the effect of online flow on brand experience (β = .557, p
< .001) and the effect of brand experience on brand loyalty (β = .689, p < .001) still remained
significant, providing evidence for partial mediation rather than full mediation of brand
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Notes. CSS- Clothing shopping skill; WSS- Web search skill; GSS- General shopping skill; ECS- E-commerce skill; TP- Telepresence; AE- Autotelic experience;
CT- Control; CC- Concentration; S- Sensory experience; A- Affective experience; B- Behavioral experience; I- Intellectual experience; BL- Brand loyalty
See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to BL indicators.
χ2 = 778.337, df = 142, p < .001, CFI = .921, TLI = .905, and RMSEA = .095
**
p < .01, *** p < .001

Figure 4.8. Model 4: Structural equation model for testing H5 (n = 500)
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experience for the relationship between online flow and brand loyalty. Therefore, H5 was not
supported.

Additional analyses. Additional analyses were conducted through a series of singlegroup SEM with maximum likelihood estimation in order to explore whether some dimensions
of an independent variable had more influence than other dimensions on a dependent variable in
the hypothesized direct relationships.

The effect of skill dimensions on online flow. In order to explore which dimensions of skill
were more relevant to explaining online flow, a new model (Model 5, see Figure 4.9) was
specified by replacing the skill latent variable in Model 1 with four skill latent variables
reflecting the four skill factors from the finalized CFA model of skill (see Figure 4.1). Indicators
of the other three latent variables, online flow, brand experience, and brand loyalty, were
specified in the same manner they were in Model 1. The fit indices indicated that the model was
acceptable, χ2 = 1040.800, df = 306, p < .001, CFI = .932, TLI = .922, and RMSEA = .069. The
standardized regression coefficients indicated that clothing shopping skill (β = .372, p < .001)
and e-commerce skill (β = .144, p < .05) were the skill dimensions that significantly influenced
online flow. The effects of Web search skill (β = .133, p = .061) and general shopping skill (β = .060, p = .393) on online flow were not significant.

Relationships between skill, online flow dimensions, and brand experience. An
additional SEM model (Model 6) was specified to explore (1) which online flow dimensions
were more influenced by skill and (2) which online flow dimensions were more relevant to
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Notes. CSS- Clothing shopping skill; WSS- Web search skill; GSS- General shopping skill; ECS- E-commerce skill; TP- Telepresence; AE- Autotelic experience;
CT- Control; CC- Concentration; S- Sensory experience; A- Affective experience; B- Behavioral experience; I- Intellectual experience; BL- Brand loyalty
See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to indicators of the four skill and one brand loyalty latent variable.
χ2 = 1040.800, df = 306, p < .001, CFI = .932, TLI = .922, and RMSEA = .069
*
p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

Figure 4.9. Model 5: Structural equation model for testing the effect of skill dimensions on online flow (n = 500)
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explaining brand experience. Model 6 (see Figure 4.10) was specified by replacing the online
flow latent variable in Model 1 with four latent variables representing the four online flow
factors from the finalized CFA model of online flow (see Figure 4.2). Indicators of the other
three latent variables, skill, brand experience, and brand loyalty, were specified in the same
manner they were in Model 1. The CFI (.910), TLI (.904), and RMSEA (.063) indicated an
adequate model fit (Bentler, 1989; Browne & Cudeck, 1992; MacCallum et al., 1996). The
standardized regression coefficients indicated that skill had significantly positive effects on all
four dimensions of online flow. In the order of effect size, the control (β = .861, p < .001) and
concentration (β = .832, p < .001) dimensions of online flow were most influenced by skill,
followed by the autotelic experience (β = .783, p < .001) and telepresence (β = .397, p < .001)
dimensions of online flow. The standardized regression coefficients also indicated that the
autotelic experience (β = .498, p < .001) and telepresence (β = .443, p < .001) dimensions of
online flow positively influenced brand experience, whereas control (β = -.159, p < .05)
negatively influenced brand experience, and concentration (β = -.084, p = .204) did not
significantly influence brand experience. The negative influence of control on brand experience
was in the opposite direction to the hypothesized overall effect of online flow on brand
experience.
The regression estimates in the opposite direction might result from a suppressor effect
(Burkholder & Harlow, 2003). Suppressor effect can occur when the squared zero-order
correlation between an independent variable (or a suppressor) and a dependent variable is lower
than the squared semi-partial correlation between the suppressor and the dependent variable
(after other independent variables are partialed out) (Maassen & Bakker, 2001), and it often
results in the suppressor’s regression coefficient with a sign opposite to the hypothesized
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Notes. CSS- Clothing shopping skill; WSS- Web search skill; GSS- General shopping skill; ECS- E-commerce skill; TP- Telepresence; AE- Autotelic experience;
CT- Control; CC- Concentration; S- Sensory experience; A- Affective experience; B- Behavioral experience; I- Intellectual experience; BL- Brand loyalty
See Table 4.1 and Table 4.7 for the actual items corresponding to indicators of the four online flow latent variables.
See Table 4.1 for the brand loyalty indicator item wording.
χ2 = 2507.963, df = 845, p < .001, CFI = .910, TLI = .904, and RMSEA = .063
*
p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

Figure 4.10. Model 6: Structural equation model testing the effect of online flow dimensions on brand experience (n = 500)
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direction, as exemplified in the negative influence of control on brand experience. To further
examine signs of possible suppressor effects, a five-factor CFA model (Model 7) was specified
including the four online flow factors and the brand experience factor (see Figure 4.11), which
showed a positive (not negative) correlation between control and brand experience (r = .178, p
< .001). However, this correlation was smaller than the correlations between brand experience
and the other online flow factors (see Figure 4.11). These results, along with the relatively high
correlations between control and two other online flow factors (rautotelic experience-control = .672, p
< .001; rcontrol-concentration = .755, p < .001), suggest that the suppressor effect was a very likely
explanation for the negative regression coefficient of control.
Therefore, another SEM model (Model 8, see Figure 4.12) was run after deleting control (the
potential suppressor) and concentration (which did not have a significant influence on brand
experience), from Model 6, in order to further investigate the dimensional relationships between
skill, online flow dimensions, and brand experience. Model 8 showed an adequate fit (CFI = .920,
TLI = .913, and RMSEA = .069), and the standardized regression coefficients from this model
indicated that skill had significantly positive effects on telepresence and autotelic experience,
and these two dimensions of online flow had significantly positive effects on brand experience
(see Figure 4.12).

Relationships between online flow, brand experience dimensions, and brand loyalty.
To explore the relationships of each brand experience factor with online flow and brand loyalty,
an additional SEM model (Model 9, see Figure 4.13) was specified by replacing the brand
experience latent variable in Model 1 with the four brand experience latent variables reflecting
the four brand experience factors from the finalized CFA model of brand experience (see Figure
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Notes. See Table 4.1 and Table 4.7 for the actual items corresponding to indicators of the four online flow factors.
TP- Telepresence; AE- Autotelic experience; CT- Control; CC- Concentration; S- Sensory; A- Affective; B- Behavioral; I- Intellectual
χ2 = 1223.393, df = 424, p < .001, CFI = .939, TLI = .933, and RMSEA = .061
***
p < .001

Figure 4.11. Model 7: CFA model for testing the correlations between online flow dimensions on brand experience (n = 500)
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Notes. CSS- Clothing shopping skill; WSS- Web search skill; GSS- General shopping skill; ECS- E-commerce skill; TP- Telepresence; AE- Autotelic experience;
CT- Control; CC- Concentration; S- Sensory experience; A- Affective experience; B- Behavioral experience; I- Intellectual experience; BL- Brand loyalty
See Table 4.1 and Table 4.7 for the actual items corresponding to indicators of the four online flow latent variables.
See Table 4.1 for the brand loyalty indicator item wording.
χ2 = 1635.729, df = 485, p < .001, CFI = .920, TLI = .913, and RMSEA = .069
**
p < .01, *** p < .001

Figure 4.12. Model 8: Revised structural equation model testing the effect of online flow dimensions on brand experience (n = 500)
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Notes. CSS- Clothing shopping skill; WSS- Web search skill; GSS- General shopping skill; ECS- E-commerce skill; TP- Telepresence; AE- Autotelic experience;
CT- Control; CC- Concentration; S- Sensory experience; A- Affective experience; B- Behavioral experience; I- Intellectual experience; BL- Brand loyalty
See Table 4.1 for the actual items corresponding to the indicators of the brand loyalty and four online flow latent variables.
χ2 = 1682.491, df = 309, p < .001, CFI = .894, TLI = .880, and RMSEA = .094
*
p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

Figure 4.13. Model 9: Structural equation model testing the effect of brand experience dimensions on brand loyalty (n = 500)
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4.3). The CFI (.894) and TLI (.880) of Model 9 did not reach the recommended cutoff value
of .90 (Bentler, 1989), but the RMSEA (.094) indicated an acceptable level of model fit (Browne
& Cudeck, 1992; MacCallum et al., 1996). Since RMSEA is the most stable of commonly used
fit indices (Yuan, 2005), the regression coefficients from the model were further examined. The
standardized regression coefficients indicated that online flow had positive effects on all
dimensions of brand experience, including sensory (β = .874, p < .001), affective (β = .991, p
< .001), intellectual (β = .924, p < .001), and behavioral (β = .927, p < .001) brand experience.
The standardized regression coefficients also indicated that brand loyalty was influenced by
affective (β = .567, p < .001) and sensory (β = .290, p < .001) brand experience, but not by
behavioral (β = -.110, p = .254) or intellectual (β = -.087, p = .384) brand experience.
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Chapter 5. Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter discusses the findings of the present study that examines the relationships
between skill, challenge, online flow, brand experience, and brand loyalty. The theoretical,
methodological, and managerial implications of the findings are also presented. Then, the
limitations of this study are explained, and the recommendations for future research are
suggested.

Discussion
Skill, challenge, and online flow. The first purpose of the present study was to examine
interaction between skill and challenge as an antecedent to online flow, illuminating how a
brand’s Website can facilitate reaching online flow. The results demonstrated both the main
effect of skill and the skill × challenge interaction effects on online flow. Findings with regard to
the skill main effect (the higher the skill, the greater the online flow) corroborate the existing
literature that demonstrates the relationship between navigational skill and online flow (Hoffman
& Novak, 1996; Novak et al., 2000). Findings of this study provide further insights by showing
that two particular dimensions of skill -- clothing shopping skill and e-commerce skill -- are
influential in increasing online flow during online browsing tasks. This finding may imply that
specific skills (e.g., clothing-specific shopping skill and navigational skill specific to ecommerce Websites) tend to involve consumers in the state of online flow more than general
skills. However, since all respondents in the present study were female adults in their 20s and
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30s, they were probably skillful in shopping for something and navigating on the World Wide
Web generally; therefore, if a study uses a sample of young children or others who are learning
how to shop for something or how to use the Internet, the effects of general skills (i.e., general
shopping skill and Web search skill) on online flow may reach the established significance level,
which warrants future research.
This study also shows that skill positively influences all four dimensions of online flow
(i.e., telepresence, autotelic experience, control, and concentration). This finding provides
support for the notion that skillful consumers tend to be totally involved in shopping on a brand’s
Website. In other words, they are also likely to feel as if they were in the Web-created
environment (i.e., telepresence) and feel rewarded through the activity (i.e., autotelic experience).
Moreover, they are likely to perceive their controllability to achieve the shopping activity (i.e.,
control) and focus their attention on online shopping (i.e., concentration).
This study also reveals a significant moderating effect of challenge on the relationship
between skill and online flow. This result is consistent with prior studies (Ghani & Deshpande,
1994; Koufaris, 2002; Novak et al., 2000; Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004), which state that online
flow is determined by the matched high skill and high challenge. Flow theory also postulates that
consumers can reach flow only when they have sufficient skills to complete a task that is
manageably challenging (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, 1997). In this study, the effect of skill on
online flow was found to be greater among the high-challenge group than among the lowchallenge group, supporting the above notion of flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, 1997).

Online flow and brand experience. The second purpose of the present study was to
examine the direct effect of online flow on brand experience. Results showed that online flow
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had a positive effect on brand experience, thereby underscoring the important role of a brand’s
Website in enhancing brand experience. This finding supports the notion that a brand’s Website
is crucial in conveying brand experience because consumers can actively interact with the
brand’s offerings on its Website (Berthon et al., 1996; Keller, 2010; Müller et al., 2008; Pine &
Gilmore, 1998). Prior research has not empirically linked online flow to brand experience;
therefore, the present study contributes to the literature by providing empirical evidence that the
state of online flow can result in enhanced brand experience in all four dimensions of brand
experience (sensory, affective, intellectual, and behavioral experiences).
This study also reveals that the two online flow dimensions of telepresence and autotelic
experience are particularly relevant to enhancing brand experience. This finding indicates that a
brand’s Website can be more powerful in conveying brand experience when consumers are
completely immersed in the virtual environment created on the brand’s Website and feel
enjoyment and curiosity on it. For example, using high-resolution images on a brand’s Website
to increase telepresence and embedding interesting contents to enhance autotelic experience may
need to be considered when online retailers design their Websites. Using rich interactive
applications on a brand’s Website may also help enhance consumers’ telepresence and autotelic
experience. In fact, Nah, Eschenbrenner, and DeWester (2011) recently reported that a threedimensional virtual world environment, compared to two-dimensional environment, provoked
higher telepresence and enjoyment, leading to the state of flow and in turn resulted in increased
brand equity. Nah et al.’s (2011) findings are consistent with the findings of this study that
telepresence and autotelic experience increase brand experience.
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Brand experience and brand loyalty. The third purpose of the present study was to
examine the relationship between brand experience and brand loyalty. The present finding
showing a direct effect of brand experience on brand loyalty -- the more positive the brand
experience, the greater the brand loyalty -- supports previous literature that positive brand
experience leads to brand loyalty (Biedenbach & Marell, 2010; Brakus et al., 2009) and
underscores the importance of enhancing the consumer’s brand experience in order to build
strong brand loyalty.
This study shows that specifically the sensory and affective brand experiences are
significant predictors of brand loyalty, whereas intellectual and behavioral brand experiences
have no influences on brand loyalty. This result is inconsistent with Brakus et al.’s (2009)
findings that brand loyalty could be enhanced by favorable behavioral and intellectual
experiences as well as sensory and affective experiences with a brand. The discrepancy between
findings from this study and Brakus et al. (2009) may have been because Brakus et al. (2009)
examined the conceptual structure of brand experience in a more general context including
service brands and general product brands, whereas the present study focused on only brands
from the apparel product category in which sensory and affective benefits tend to be highly
valued (Fiore, 2002).

The mediation effect of brand experience. The last purpose of the present study was to
examine the mediating role of brand experience on the relationship between online flow and
brand loyalty. This study reveals that online flow positively influences brand loyalty directly as
well as indirectly through the mediation of brand experience. This result demonstrates the
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significant role of online flow in enhancing consumers’ responses in diverse levels of brand
related variables (e.g., brand experience, brand loyalty).

Implications
The present study contributes to the literature by providing significant theoretical,
methodological, and managerial implications.

Theoretical implications. The present study offers several important theoretical
implications. First, this study sheds additional light on flow theory in the context of shopping on
a brand’s Website by showing that skill, challenge, and online flow are critical determinants
influencing brand experience as well as brand loyalty when consumers browse a brand’s Website.
Since flow theory has been frequently applied to computer science research (e.g., Agarwal &
Karahanna, 2000; Chen, 2006; Ghani & Deshpande, 1994; Ho & Kuo, 2010; Koufaris, 2002)
rather than to branding and marketing research, this study expanded the applicability of the
theory by applying the key constructs of flow theory (i.e., skill, challenge, and online flow) to a
study in the branding and marketing domain. The present study shows that more skillful
consumers are more likely to experience the state of online flow on a brand’s Website, which in
turn enhances their brand experience and subsequent brand loyalty. Furthermore, the level of
online shopping task challenge moderates the strength of the relationship between skill and
online flow in that the positive impact of skill on online flow is greater when the task is
perceived to be more challenging. These findings confirm, in the context of online shopping, the
premise of flow theory that flow occurs at the conditions of high skill and high challenge. In
other words, even skillful consumers may feel bored without challenging aspects of their online
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shopping activity, emphasizing the importance of challenge in explaining how consumers can
reach the state of online flow. Thus, both skill and challenge should be considered as essential
variables and included in a theoretical framework related to online flow.
Second, the present study contributes to brand experience and brand loyalty research by
responding to recent calls for research examining how to build strong and positive brand
experiences that lead to enhanced brand loyalty (Ballard, 2011; Iglesias et al., 2011). In
particular, Gabisch (2011) underscores the important role of brand experience built on the World
Wide Web by verifying the impact of consumers’ brand experience in their virtual world on their
purchase intention and behavior in the real world. The main focus in the present study is
investigating the role of a brand’s Website in enhancing brand experience and brand loyalty
beyond the online context. The present study theorized the concept of online flow on a brand’s
Website as a key factor improving consumers’ overall brand experience and thus brand loyalty.
Previous online flow studies have examined online learning (e.g., Hoffman & Novak, 1996;
Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004) or exploratory behavior (e.g., Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000;
Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Huang, 2006; Korzaan, 2003; Novak et al., 2003) as consequences of
online flow, but no published study has linked online flow to the seemingly unrelated constructs
of brand experience or brand loyalty. Therefore, the present study makes theoretical
contributions and provides empirical evidence to address this gap in the literature. Because
overall brand experience and brand loyalty were found to be enhanced by consumers’ flow state
experienced on a brand’s Website, researchers focusing on marketing and branding may further
examine how to make consumers reach the state of online flow in the context of shopping.
Finally, this study disentangles many of the hypothesized relationships regarding specific
dimensions of the corresponding constructs through several additional analyses. For example,
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online flow was influenced by clothing shopping skill and e-commerce skill. Among online flow
dimensions, telepresence and autotelic experience were found to enhance brand experience.
Brand loyalty was influenced by sensory and affective brand experience. The identification of
specific dimensions of the independent and dependent variables that are more germane to the
hypothesized relationships contributes to a better understanding about how to build strong brand
loyalty and positive brand experience through online flow because the results of the present
study can yield more specific implications than findings of prior studies that have investigated
the phenomenon only from a holistic view.

Methodological implications. Regarding operationalization, the present study developed
the measurement of skill to the context of online apparel shopping. First, in contrast to most prior
studies regarding online flow that operationalized skill specific to online navigational tasks only
(Hoffman & Novak, 1996), the present study reviewed all possible types of skill specific to
online browsing tasks for apparel products. Further, this study developed a browsing task by
using several product characteristics (i.e., quality, style, color, fit, coordination with existing
wardrobe, and price in relation to a need specified in the task) designed to provoke survey
respondents to perceive challenge.
A second methodological contribution is that the present study comprehensively
considered all dimensions of online flow found in prior studies (Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000;
Chen, 2006; Chen et al., 1999; Ghani & Deshpande, 1994; Guo & Poole, 2009; Huang, 2006;
Koufaris, 2002; Novak et al., 2000; Pace, 2004; Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004; Trevino & Webster,
1992; Wang et al., 2007; Webster et al., 1993). These prior studies have measured the state of
online flow by using selective dimensions of online flow, instead of using all possible
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dimensions of online flow. Since their selections were frequently not empirically justified, these
prior studies can be criticized in terms of their operationalization of flow. In order to address this
problem, the present study included all possible dimensions of online flow in the measurement
scale and statistically narrowed them to four dimensions (i.e., telepresence, autotelic experience,
control, and concentration) that explain the state of online flow that consumers experience on a
brand’s Website. Thus, the present study identifies the dimensions of online flow that are most
relevant to the context of online shopping for apparel products.
The third methodological contribution of the present study is related to sampling. Many
previous online flow studies were conducted with a relatively small sample of college students
(e.g., Chen, 2006; Guo & Poole, 2009). Thus, the use of a national sample in this study enhances
the generalizability of the findings to a large population.

Managerial implications. Enhancing brand experience and brand loyalty has recently
been considered a noteworthy marketing goal, and some companies have incorporated brand
experience management in their mission statements (Verhoef et al., 2009). The present study aids
marketers and brand managers in achieving this marketing goal of enhancing brand experience
and brand loyalty. Findings of the present study suggest that it is important to understand how to
build brand loyalty through a brand’s Website. Consistent with the recent writing of Gabisch
(2011), the present study empirically demonstrates that optimal experience on a brand’s Website
is a critical factor in successfully managing brand experience and brand loyalty because
experiencing online flow significantly leads to a positive brand experience, which in turn
enhances brand loyalty.
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Further, the present study finds that consumers’ skill has a positive effect on online flow.
This finding will be useful for Website designers and managers to provide information that can
compensate a lack of consumer skill. Specifically, this study demonstrates that online flow is
significantly influenced by clothing shopping skill and e-commerce skill. Thus, online retailers
may boost consumers’ online flow by providing online information or tools that can enhance
consumers’ ability to choose the right product, such as size charts, fabric descriptions, price
comparison tools, and detailed information about payment and return processes. Further, online
retailers must present a user-friendly Website layout that facilitates consumers’ ability to
navigate through their Website.
The present study further finds that online flow influences brand loyalty directly as well
as indirectly through enhancing sensory and affective brand experiences in the context of apparel
online shopping. This findings shows the importance of a brand’s Website as a marketing
communication channel that affects brand loyalty. Accordingly, apparel brand marketers may
focus on conveying sensory and affective brand experiences through their Websites, perhaps by
using high resolution images and rich interactive applications on Website, to promote the
efficiency of brand experience management.

Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
As all measures used in this study were 7-point Likert scales based on respondent selfreports, the findings may be affected by common method variance, defined as “systematic error
variance shared among variables measured with and introduced as a function of the same method
and/or source” (Richardson, Simmering, & Sturman, 2009, p. 763). The method variance
includes variance due to response format and self-report response bias (Bagozzi & Yi, 1990).
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That is, some respondents might answer the measurement items used in the present study without
reading them carefully, or other respondents might overreport or underreport, depending on their
situations, in order to present themselves favorably according to some socially desirable behavior
(Mick, 1996). To ameliorate the potential for common method bias, different kinds of research
designs could be used for future research examining the relationships among online flow, brand
experience, and brand loyalty. Inserting several questions or tasks irrelevant to study objectives
in a research design may prevent respondents from divining objectives of a study and distorting
their responses. Specifically, the present study could not control the environment in which
respondents performed the given browsing task on a brand’s Website and answered the
measurement items. Since respondents answered the questionnaire in difference times and places
by using different computers that varied in Internet connection speed and screen resolution,
uncontrollable method variances are likely. Moreover, there is a possibility that some
respondents did not genuinely finish the browsing task before answering all dependent measures,
even though they were directed to report the description of their selected product as evidence of
successfully conducting the task. A laboratory experimental research design may help to control
the environment in which future researchers collect data from participants because researchers
can identify computer specifications, manage the conditions of computers, and instruct about
each step of research procedure. However, this approach is not practical with a national sample.
Future research could improve generalizability of study findings. Since the context of
present study is specific to apparel shopping on a brand’s Website, the ability to generalize
findings to other contexts is limited. Thus, future researchers may examine the relationships
addressed in this study by using different products, shopping tasks, and/or stimulus Websites as
the context for their studies to enhance the external validity of the findings of this study. Other
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product categories, such as electronic devices and books, could be used in order to test whether
the findings of the present study can be repeated with different product brands. Moreover,
assigned tasks can be revised so that researchers may verify whether the significance of the
relationships among skill, challenge, and online flow can be repeated in different settings.
Future research could also use different scales measuring challenge, brand experience,
and loyalty. Although the browsing task used in the present study provoked respondents to be
challenged, the challenge scale did not actually measure various aspects of challenge. To clearly
identify all possible types of challenge influencing online flow in the context of online shopping,
the challenge scale may have developed a measure for multiple dimensions of challenge, instead
of a single challenge dimension. The statistical results did not perfectly support the theoretical
dimensionality of the brand experience and brand loyalty scales used in the present study. The
construct of brand experience was inconsistent between EFA results (two-factor solution) and
CFA results (four-factor solution) in the main survey. Moreover, the dimensions of brand loyalty
were not clearly distinguished from one another in the pilot test; thus, only seven items
measuring conative brand loyalty dimension were used in the main survey. This gap between
theoretical framework and statistical results indicates that the item wording of brand experience
and brand loyalty scales could be improved for future research.
Future research could test the reliability of the research model examined in the present
study. Since this study used a sample of female adults at their 20s and 30s in the U.S., the study
should be replicated by using a different sample in order to investigate whether the similar
findings emerge again. For example, other consumer groups in the U.S. or consumers in other
countries may be driven by experience rather than functionality (Iglesias et al., 2011), further
highlighting the importance of brand experience. Moreover, it would be useful to know whether
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gender differences can impact the relationships verified in the present study. Since men have a
stronger patronage intention to revisit a shopping center providing enjoyable shopping
experience than women (Hart, Farrell, Stachow, Reed, & Cadogan, 2007), using a sample of
male adults may result in different results from the findings of present study.
The theoretical framework of the present study can be expanded by adding relevant
variables to the current framework. In particular, the current model focuses only on two
determinants of online flow (i.e., skill and challenge) previously identified in flow theory. A
more comprehensive model including the aesthetic attributes, functionality, or interactivity of a
brand’s Website as determinants of online flow could provide even more valuable insights about
how Website designers and managers develop a brand’s Website in order to encourage visitors to
reach the state of online flow. Furthermore, the present study does not include a dependent
variable representing objective outcomes or performance evaluations, such as a firm’s sales
volume. Future researchers might examine consumers’ brand loyalty and firms’ sales data
together so that practitioners could gain confidence that strong brand loyalty leads to actual sales
increase.
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Hi, I’m Soo In Shim, a Ph. D. student in the Department of Consumer Affairs.

I invite

you to an online survey seeking your opinions about an apparel brand’s website for extra credit
for [COURSE NUMBER & NAME] with the permission of [INSTRUCTOR’S NAME].

This

survey is conducted for my Ph.D. dissertation research under the supervision of Dr. Sandra
Forsythe and Dr. Wi-Suk Kwon in the Department of Consumer Affairs.

The survey will ask

you to conduct a short shopping task on an assigned apparel website and complete an online
questionnaire.

The entire participation is expected to take about 30 minutes.

In addition to the

extra credit, you will also have a chance to enter a random drawing to win the product you select
as part of the assigned shopping task.

If you are interested in participating in this study, please

click on the link below to view the study information and participation instructions.
appreciate your participation very much.

[PROVIDE THE LINK TO THE INFORMATION LETTER HERE]
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